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ABSTRACT
The present study sought to determine the manner in which
preparatory information reduces stress. Previous studies have
shown that providing subjects with information about a stressful
event, or about the feelings and sensations associated with
anticipating or experiencing that event, often leads to a re-
duction of stress (as compared with subjects who receive no
information)
. At present three theories purport to explain this
phenomenon; the present study focused on, and tested (among other
things), hypotheses derived from one of those theories,
Leventhal (1976) has proposed that preparatory information,
specifically, information about sensations and feelings, has its
stress-reducing effect because it induces in subjects a so-called
analytic attentional set which allows the subjects to process the
information they receive from their bodies and the environment in
an objective non-emotional manner, thus short-circuiting stress
by not letting negative affect develop. Although he never
explicitly says so, it is assumed that Leventhal believes that
information about the stressful event or aversive stimulus operates
in a similar manner. Another way to induce an analytic attentional
set, and hence reduce distress, is directly through the use of in-
structions; that is, subjects can be asked to consider their reactions
and sensations or the stimulus as a scientist might, i.e., objectively
or analytically.
iv
In the present study subjects were exposed to an aversive
stimulus after they had been given preparatory information and
attentional set instructions. The aversive stimulus used was a
large, live tarantula. The tarantula was presented to subjects
by means of a phobic test apparatus, a device designed to allow
confrontation with fearful or phobic stimuli in a graded approach.
During the experiment, the spider, enclosed in a movable plexi-
glass cage or cart, approached subjects slowly along a runway.
Before the approach of the spider, male and female subjects who
had previously expressed at least a moderate fear of spiders were
given either information about the tarantula, information about
the feelings and sensations they could expect to experience when
in the presence of the tarantula, or no information. Subjects were
also instructed to adopt either an analytic or non-analytic
attentional set, i.e., subjects were asked to adopt the attitude
of a scientist or simply to "go with the flow," respectively.
Measures were taken of attention deployment , and self-reported and
physiological distress, among other things. A behavioral measure
of fear or coping was also obtained by asking subjects to advance
the spider-cart along the runway toward themselves (by means of a
push button arrangement) to a point where they felt comfortable
with it.
Contrary to expectations, neither information nor attentional
set had any appreciable effect on distress, whether self-reported
v
or physiological. Further, the results for attention deployment
suggest that information did not seem to induce in subjects an
analytic attentional set. Information did, however, influence the
extent to which subjects were willing to allow the spider to approach
them during the self-controlled approach. The effect was opposite
for females and males. Females given spider information advanced
the spider-cart the least while males given spider information
advanced it the most. Sex differences such as this were obtained
on many of the dependent measures; for instance, females reported
more tension and had higher heart rates during the spider approach
than did males. Other results suggest, however, that many of the
sex differences were in fact differences in the degree of fear of
spiders between the sexes. Females on the average reported being
much more afraid of spiders than did males.
The negative results for information and attention deployment
are discussed in terms of the need to more precisely specify the
threat-value of the aversive event in studies of this type and the
importance of taking into account the meanings that subjects bring
into the situation regarding its threat-value, etc. Explanations
for the fear sex difference are also discussed.
vi
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
One of the most interesting and relevant problems in contemporary
psychology involves the search for ways in which people may be pro-
tected from the adverse effects of exposure to stressful situations.''"
This search has traditionally taken two forms; 1) research investigating
the effects of providing people with some measure of actual or be-
havioral control in such situations, e.g., the opportunity to turn off
an unpleasant stimulus; and 2) research investigating the effects of
providing people with more "psychological 11 or cognitive ways of dealing
with such situations, e.g., the receipt of information about an un-
pleasant stimulus (see Averill, in press, for reviews). Although both
lines of research are important for theoretical reasons, in terms of
practical application, it would seem that the latter is the more
pressing concern, and is the one which we will be concerned with here.
Consider the following situation: Suppose that a certain Mr. X
is schedule to undergo surgery to remove a cyst on his leg. This is
considered a routine procedure. However, suppose further that Mr. X has
never had surgery for anything before, has no idea what a cyst is, and
is scared out of his wits at the thought of his forthcoming encounter
with the scalpel. The procedure, then, is not so routine for Mr. X; in
fact, it is frightening and highly stressful. Clearly, there is little
we can do for Mr. X in terms of allowing him some actual, physical
control in the situation; the cyst must be removed and there is nothing
he can realistically do during the operation (malpractice insurance is
1
2high enough as it is, and besides, Mr. X will presumably be out cold
during this time). However, there is quite a lot we can do for him
before the operation. In light of Mr. X f s lack of knowledge regarding
the surgical procedure, the best thing we can do for him is to simply
fill him in on the details of the operation as well as the various
feelings, discomforts and sensations he might expect to experience be-
fore, during and after he and his cyst are parted.
This vignette represents, in more or less fanciful form, the major
features of the paradigm case to which most research into so-called
"cognitive control" is addressed. In particular, it highlights the
importance of preparatory information as a component of successful cop-
ing. Since Janis' (1958) pioneering work, in which it was found that
patients given realistic information about an impending operation dis-
played superior postoperative adjustment relative to patients who were
not given information, this has been recognized as a variable of con-
siderable importance in determining how people will react in stressful or
unpleasant situations. The major focus of the present paper is on the
effects of such information and the possible mechanisms through which
those effects are exerted.
Reduction of Stress Through Information
Several recent studies have demonstrated that in a variety of
situations, supplying a person with information about an aversive event
2
often brings about a reduction in the stress engendered by that event.
In these studies, subjects are typically given a description of the kinds
of bodily sensations they should expect to experience or, in some cases,
3a description of the procedures followed in applying the aversive
stimulus (i.e., information analogous to the details of a surgical pro-
cedure). Subjects are then exposed to the aversive stimulus and physio-
logical and/ or self-reported measures of distress are taken. In the
majority of these studies, performed in both laboratory and natural set-
tings, it has been found that subjects who receive information about
their expected bodily sensations show a substantial decrease in stress
relative to those who receive no such information. The effects of
supplying procedural information are much less clear cut; sometimes
this type of information brings about a reduction in stress and sometimes
it does not.
Johnson (1973) prepared subjects for the experience of ischemic
pain (pain caused by lack of sufficient blood flow to an extremity) by
giving them information about the sensations typically associated with
such pain (sensation information) or information about the procedures
used to produce the pain (procedure information) . The ischemic pain
was induced by inflating a blood-pressure cuff applied to the subject's
arm. Subjects rated their distress and the intensity of the physical
sensations they experienced at various times while the cuff was in-
flated. It was found that subjects given sensation information rated
the pain as significantly less distressing than subjects given proced-
ure information. The two groups did not differ in their ratings of
the intensity of physical sensations.
These findings were replicated in more natural settings at two
health care clinics (Johnson, et al., 1973; Johnson and Leventhal, 1974;
Johnson, 1975). One study was conducted using patients undergoing a
4gastroendoscopic examination, the other involved the removal of
orthopedic casts from children. In the endoscopic study (Johnson,
et al.
,
1973; Johnson and Leventhal, 1974), subjects were given a
description of what is usually experienced by patients during such
an examination, a description of the procedures involved, or neither.
Subjects were rated on the amount of distress they displayed during
the procedure and on the amount of tranquilizers they required. With
regard to the former, subjects in the group given information about
their expected sensations had significantly lower distress scores than
subjects in the procedure and no information conditions. Subjects in
both the sensation and procedure conditions required less tranquilizers
to reach a desired level of sedation than subjects in the no informa-
tion condition, but did not differ from each other.
In the second health clinic study (Johnson, 1975) , children about
to have orthopedic casts removed were given information about the kinds
of things they might expect to feel (sensation information) , a descrip-
tion of the procedures, or neither. The children were rated by an ob-
server blind to the experimental condition on how much distress they
displayed during removal of their casts. As predicted, children given
sensation information had the lowest distress scores, followed by the
children given procedure and no information, respectively.
Staub and Kellet (1972), in a somewhat different procedure, used
tolerance for the pain induced by electric shock to investigate the
effects of information on stress. Subjects were given information which,
"stressed the factual or objective aspects of receiving electric shock"
(p. 199), information describing the sensations usually experienced due
5to electric shock, both types of information or neither. Shocks of
gradually increasing intensity were used to determine the subjects'
pain tolerance. In contrast to Johnson's results, it was found that
neither type of information alone had an effect on tolerance but the
two, when combined, did. "(S)ubjects who received both kinds of in-
formation accepted significantly more shocks than subjects in any of
the other three groups before they reported that the shocks were pain-
ful" (p. 201).
3
In a series of studies in which immersion of subjects' hands in
ice water served as the aversive stimulus, Leventhal (1976) reported
that sensation information was effective in reducing self-reported
4
distress. In addition, he reported that complete "accuracy" of the
information was not critical and may in fact interfere with stress
reduction. Since this is a crucial point, let us examine it in some
detail.
Leventhal employed four groups of subjects; two received sensation
information and two received procedure information. To the information
passage given to one of the groups in each information condition a sen-
tence was added which described the magnitude of pain subjects should
expect to feel: "One of the first feelings you will notice is the
sensation of pain, which will begin to get very strong about this time"
(p. 6). Leventhal found that by simply adding this bit of information,
the expected stress reduction for the sensation condition could be
inhibited.
Leventhal asserts that the magnitude of pain information, even
though accurate, had its effect because it interfered with processing
6of the sensation information in an objective manner, a factor he feels
is crucial for stress reduction. Johnson (1975), on the other hand,
argues that congruency between expected and experienced sensations
(hence, accuracy) is the key to reducing stress. These and other
theoretical issues are discussed further below, however, it is necessary
to point out here that Leventhal is using "accuracy" in a special sense.
Suppose subjects in the hand immersion situation were told in addition
to the usual sensation information that, "After a sufficient amount of
time in the ice water, all of the sensations from your hand will stop.
This will mean that the skin and nerve endings on your hand are dead."
It is doubtful whether the sensation information with this passage
appended would do much to reduce subjects' distress, but the information
it contains is nonetheless accurate. The critical point here is not the
accuracy of the information, but rather, whether or not that information
itself induced fear or stress. It is clear that Leventhal' s magnitude
of pain information could have easily led to an increase in fear.
As the above studies indicate, sensation and, in some cases, pro-
cedure information can be effective in reducing stress. There is, how-
ever, one study in which results in opposition to what might be expected
were found. Langer, Janis and Wolfer (1975) prepared patients for
surgery by giving them a cognitive coping device (in which patients were
taught to selectively divert their attention to the positive aspects of
their predicament) or, information describing specific hospital procedures
and the expected post-surgical pains and discomforts they would experience
(thus, they were given both sensation and procedure information). In
this instance, it was found that only the coping device brought about a
7reduction in stress on both pre- and postoperative measures. The prepar-
atory information, designed to induce some moderate amount of preoper-
ative stress and thus, the "work of worrying," which should have re-
sulted in low postoperative stress (see Janis, 1958; 1971), instead, had
no effect. Since the ultimate aim of much of the research on stress
reduction is generalization to the type of situation used by Langer, et
al. , this anomalous finding deserves some comment.
Following Janis (1958; 1971), Langer, et al., prepared the informa-
tion they gave subjects so as to induce moderate levels of anticipatory
stress. It was reasoned that this amount of stress would be instrumental
in bringing about a sort of "emotional innoculation," i.e., the patient,
after receiving the information, would mentally rehearse the upcoming
events, thus developing a more realistic attitude toward the experience.
The stress induced by the preparatory information would thus be beneficial
in the long run even if it caused the patients some discomfort at first.
Averill (in press), however, has pointed out that in this situation, the
initial preoperative stress may have been too great to begin with, and
any additional stress induced by the preparatory information would bring
about the need to direct coping responses at the emotional arousal it-
self rather than the impending aversive events.^ This notion may ex-
plain as well Leventhal's finding with regard to the magnitude of pain
information.
Theoretical Interpretations
The reduction of stress by the provision of sensation information
has been reasonably well documented. Procedural information as we have
8seen, however, has not fared so well. Before reviewing some of the
explanations as to why sensation information works, consideration
should be given to why procedural information often does not.
Although several of the studies cited above did not provide for
the appropriate control conditions to assess the impact of procedure
information (i.e., subjects given no information), the fact remains
that for those studies that did, the most common finding is that this
type of information has little or no effect. With regard to this
lack of positive outcome, Averill (in press), in a recent review, has
stressed the importance of two factors; 1) the generally low level of
danger or threat in both laboratory and clinical studies and, 2) the
complications arising from the ethical mandate to inform subjects, at
least minimally, about experimental procedures. It is not difficult
to conclude, given these conditions—-where the subject is assured
(sometimes continually) of his or her safety and has a good idea of
what is going to happen even before the experimental information is
given—that any additional procedural information will have little ef-
fect. With these considerations in mind, it might be best for the
time being to withhold judgment on whether or not procedural information
can be used to reduce stress.
One might ask at this time why the above constraints do not apply
as well to sensation information. Clearly, the first does apply, at
least for those studies performed in laboratory settings. As the results
of the Langer, et al. (1975) study imply, the effects of preparatory
sensation information may vary greatly depending on the threat-value of
the situation involved. The second constraint, that information should
9have little effect because subjects are already well informed (after all,
everyone knows what it feels like to be anxious), however, probably
does not apply in the case of sensation information. While it is true
that in most of the situations studied so far, most people would have
had at least some idea of how they were going to feel, this kind of
knowledge may not be the most important aspect of what is communicated
when subjects are given preparatory information. Briefly, it may be
argued that it is impossible to provide subjects with information about
their reactions without imparting to them information regarding the
normative aspects of their experience. One reason why sensation in-
formation may help to mitigate stress is because it allows people to
construe their reactions as being similar to those of other people.
Presumably, knowing that one's reactions are "normal" actually has a
dampening effect on those reactions. This notion can be seen as an ex-
tension of Johnson's (1975) congruency model of stress reduction through
information, discussed below. Evidence for the extension of the model is
suggested by one of Johnson's studies where sensation information re-
duced stress in subjects already familiar with the sensations to be
experienced (Fuller, et al.
,
1978). However, to say any more at this
time would be to anticipate too much of the discussion presented below.
At present there are three different theoretical conceptualizations
(plus many extensions) which purport to explain why sensation informa-
tion has the effect on stress that it does. The temporal quantifier is
used because, unfortunately, it seems that for every new research result
reported, another theoretical formulation or modification of an exist-
ing formulation is put forth to explain it. Only those explanations
10
which have proven to be robust over a number of different studies will
be dealt with here.
Johnson (1975), as mentioned earlier, has advanced the idea that
sensation information has its effect because it allows the subject to
develop a set of expectations regarding what will occur during the
stressful event. The extent to which these expectations are congruent
with what is actually experienced determines whether or not stress will
be reduced. "It is hypothesized that a description of typical sensa-
tions leads the subject to form accurate expectations about sensations to
be experienced and to give up expectations about the occurrence of
rarely experienced sensations. Congruency between expected and ex-
perienced sensations results in low emotional response during the en-
counter with the threatening event" (p. 375).
Even though Johnson 1 s data accord very well with this hypothesis,
the question of why congruency should reduce stress remains. Johnson
admits to this but offers no further explanation. As a tentative answer,
it could be argued that accurate expectations simply lead to a reapp-
raisal of the danger of the aversive event. This is essentially the
position of Lazarus and his associates (Lazarus, 1968; Lazarus and
Averill, 1972; Lazarus, Averill and Opton, 1974). In this instance, sub-
jects given a description of typical as opposed to atypical or rarely
experienced sensations might come to view the aversive event as being
more in line with their everyday experiences rather than as something
out of the ordinary. To the extent to which this occurs, the event will
6
be regarded as less threatening.
11
Johnson (1975) considers the possibility that subjects given sen-
sation information may be appraising the aversive event as less threaten-
ing than their counterparts given procedure or no information, but
rejects this because all of her subjects were roughly equal in how much
danger they felt they were in. As Averill (in press) has pointed out,
however, there are two factors which complicate Johnson's measure of
reappraisal. In the first place, the procedures used in these studies
were not all that dangerous anyway and, in the second, Johnson f s sub-
jects, rather than simply coming to view the event as less dangerous may
have, by means of some sort of reappraisal, gained more confidence in
themselves to withstand pain. If the latter in fact occurred, it is
not likely that subjects would have reported that the event was any less
dangerous. Nevertheless, a significant change in the amount of danger
they would have been willing to tolerate could have taken place. All of
this seems quite reasonable in light of the fact that the information
addressed internal sensations and not external dangers.
Cognitive reappraisal, then, constitutes the second explanation
for the effects of sensation information on stress. To generalize from
the above discussion, Lazarus and his co-workers would argue that in-
formation about one's expected sensations during an aversive event leads
one to adopt a view of that event as being less threatening than if one
had not been supplied with such information. However, as we have seen,
reappraisal may operate in a far less global (and far more complicated)
manner than the simple reassessment of an event as non-dangerous would
imply.
The situation is even somewhat more complicated because it may
be
12
argued that both Johnson's and Lazarus' theories can be extended to
include notions of normative comparison, as discussed above. Neither
theory rules out the possibility that sensation information reduces
stress because it allows subjects to redefine their emotional exper-
iences as normal and commonplace. In the case of Lazarus' theory,
this would lead to reappraisal and hence stress reduction. In the case
of Johnson's theory this would lead directly to stress reduction (the
question of why congruency works may thus have to be reformulated to
include the idea of normative comparison)
.
The third, and probably most comprehensive theoretical interpreta-
tion of this phenomenon has been presented by Leventhal (Note 2; 1976).
Leventhal, modelling his theory along the line of the classical in-
formation-processing approach, wherein the "flow" of information through
the human processing "system" and its subsequent modifications are de-
scribed (see Leventhal, Note 2; 1974)^, asserts that emotional informa-
tion (i.e., information about an aversive event and/or one's reactions
to an aversive event) may be processed in either of two antithetical
modes. In the analytic mode, information is processed as objective
data, "each piece of information is discrete, and the pieces are
weighted and integrated in making an evaluative judgment" (Leventhal,
Note 2, p. 3). In this mode, attention is focused on the objective
properties of the information. The affective mode, on the other hand,
is characterized as being non-objective, in which the individual's
"private, subjective feeling state is in focal awareness" (p. 3). In
contrast to the analytic mode, where a stimulus is processed solely for
its informational content, information processed in the subjective or
13
affective mode is thought to give rise to the emotional reaction to a
g
stimulus. It is assumed that information may be processed in both
modes simultaneously but the outcome of processing from only one may
9
enter into consciousness. Based on these notions, Leventhal feels
that stress, or any emotional reaction for that matter, is short cir-
cuited when an individual processes information in the analytic mode.
According to Leventhal, there are two ways in which an analytic
processing mode may be induced; 1) through direct instruction (i.e.,
"Please focus your attention on your reactions.") or 2) through the
provision of information (i.e., sensation information). If subjects can
be made to process emotional information as objective data by either of
these means, the analytic rather than the affective will dominate con-
sciousness and any emotional reaction will be inhibited. Thus, in the
studies reviewed above, Leventhal would assert that sensation in-
formation reduced stress because it allowed subjects to process their
emotional reactions analytically.
Support for Leventhal' s contention that an analytic attentional
set may reduce a person's emotional reactions comes from an ice-water
hand immersion study similar to that described above (Leventhal, 1976).
It was found that subjects who were told to focus their attention on
the sensations in their hands reported significantly less distress
than subjects who were not told to focus. Subjects who were told to
focus their attention on both their hand and body fell in between the
other two groups in distress ratings. These results were essentially
replicated in a hospital study involving women in childbirth (Leventhal,
1976). Thus, it would appear that there is some evidence that merely
14
attending to one T s sensations (analytically) can reduce distress.
Johnson (1973), however, in an early ischemic pain study, found no
differences between subjects who had their attention directed to their
sensations and those who had their attention distracted. It is likely,
though, that Johnson's attention task was in fact distracting so, at
best, her results are inconclusive. 10 Less confounded contradictory
results, however, were obtained by Borkovec and O'Brien (1977) in a
phobic desensitization study.
Borkovec and O'Brien asked subjects who rated themselves high on
fear of speaking in front of people to prepare and deliver a short
speech in the presence of a video-camera. Subjects were instructed to
either attend to environmental cues ("pay attention to environmental
stimuli in this room... the video-tape camera, the one-way mirrors, and
the walls") or physiological cues ("heart rate, breathing rate, and
muscle tension") while they were presenting their speech. It was found
that during repeated exposure to the frightening situation, subjects
instructed to attend to the environment had larger decreases in re-
ported fear than subjects instructed to attend to their internal state
or subjects given no attention instructions. Thus, as it now stands,
the case for focused or analytic attention as a major factor in stress
reduction is incomplete, it is unclear not only how such a factor might
operate but when it might operate, if at all. One of the aims of the
present research was to clarify the relationship between the deployment
of attention and stress reduction, but more on that shortly.
15
Analytic versus affective processing: Sex differences
. In a series
of studies involving cartoon funniness judgments, Leventhal and his
co-workers (Cupchik and Leventhal, 1974; Caputo and Leventhal, Note
1; Panagis and Leventhal, Note 3; Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo,
Note 4) obtained reliable differences in the manner in which males
and females process emotional information. These differences are
revealing in that they provide evidence for Leventhal f s contention
that emotional reactions may be inhibited (or facilitated) by the
adoption of a particular processing strategy or mode.
Cupchik and Leventhal (1974) asked subjects to rate the funni-
ness of cartoons of varying quality. Captions to the cartoons were
presented auditorily, and were followed by various levels of taped
audience laughter. The results of this study suggested that cartoon-
funniness judgments could be made in either of two ways, through the
use of "objective" or "subjective" modes of processing (as discussed
earlier, the analytic and affective, respectively). According to
Cupchik and Leventhal, when an objective processing strategy is used,
each piece of information available to the subject, the cartoon stim-
ulus, the audience reaction and the subject's own expressive-motor
behavior (to use Leventhal ! s term), is weighted with regard to its
relevance to the task and a funniness decision is made based on some
kind of average of the various cues. In subjective processing, on the
other hand, the available information is perceived as a Gestalt,
"where distinctions between the stimulus, the audience, and the sub-
ject's own expressive behavior are blurred or ignored, as these cues
are fused into a common subjective feeling state" (p. 1). Decisions
16
regarding the funniness of cartoons made in this mode of processing
are made on the basis of the magnitude or intensity of the subjective
feeling state. Cupchik and Leventhal found that the subjective mode
of processing was used primarily by females. Further, they found
that processing in this mode could be over ridden, so to speak, if
subjects were induced through instructions to adopt an analytic set,
i.e., to attend to and evaluate each piece of information separately.
Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo (Note 4), in a similar study, found
that females could be made to shift their mode of processing from sub-
jective-affective to objective-analytic through the use of instructions
to pay attention to cartoon quality and audience laughter differential
(Experiment I). Males, however, could not be induced to change from
their predominantly analytic mode (Experiment II). In fact, attempts
to decrease male reliance on an objective processing strategy, thereby
increasing the influence of affective factors, had just the opposite
effect; instead of devoting more attention to emotional information,
the males discounted it as a source of cues altogether.
In yet another cartoon funniness study, Caputo and Leventhal (Note
1) found that the preferred processing mode for males and females
might be located in different cerebral hemispheres. Subjects in this
study performed the funniness-judgment task as in the earlier experi-
ments with the exception that the audience laughter was presented in
only one ear, either left or right. The results were consistent with
generally accepted notions regarding the differential hemispheric
location of the two modes of processing (Ornstein, 1972). The cartoons
were rated by the males as funnier if the audience laughter was heard
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in the right ear (left hemisphere—objective-analytic processing) than
if it was heard in the left} 1 Females displayed just the opposite
pattern. They rated the cartoons as funnier if the laughter was heard
in the left ear (right hemisphere—subjective-"holistic" processing)
than if it was heard in the right.
Thus, there does seem to be some evidence for the existence of
differential processing strategies in males and females, at least as
far as positive emotions are concerned. It remains to be seen, however,
whether or not this difference extends to situations in which negative
emotions are involved in a non-judgmental task, e.g., confrontation
with a frightening or stress inducing stimulus.
Information, Attention and Stress
The present study is an attempt to confirm and extend the findings
gathered by Leventhal and others concerning preparatory information
and the role of attention (i.e., processing strategy or mode) in reg-
ulating stress. It is Leventhal 's contention that sensation information
exerts its effect because it induces analytic information processing
which is incompatible with the development or generation of negative
affect. What kind of an effect does procedural information have in
this regard? Leventhal also suggests that subjects may be induced to
adopt an analytic strategy through the use of instructions. The question
which immediately arises here of course concerns the interaction of in-
formation and attentional set instructions. How might information and
attentional or processing set instructions interact within a given
stressful situation? Would the adoption of a certain kind of processing
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strategy, non-analytic for instance, nullify the effect of information,
and vice versa?
Hints to the answers to these questions have already been pro-
vided in the work previously cited. Leventhal (1976) himself found
that inclusion of certain types of information (i.e., magnitude of pain)
could short-circuit the desired stress-reducing effect. According to
Leventhal, this information disrupted analytic processing; although as
we have seen, there are other explanations (see above). What would
have been the effect of this same information when combined with ex-
plicit instructions to be analytic? Another intriguing finding was
reported by Borkovec and O'Brien (1977), wherein attending (analytically?)
to external information or cues facilitated fear reduction while attend-
ing to internal (sensation) information did not.
One way to thus look at the problem of attentional set and informa-
tion in the light of Leventhal f s contribution is in terms of the con-
gruence between type of information and type of processing or attentional
set. That is, if stress is to be reduced in the manner outlined by
Leventhal, is one type of processing strategy better suited to handle
a specific type of information than another? In other words, is there
such a thing as congruence between information and processing strategy?
For example, might stress be most effectively mitigated when an individual
is induced to attend to sensation information analytically, or procedural
(i.e., external) information non-analytically (cf. Borkovec and O'Brien,
1977), or vice versa, etc.?
Of course, regardless of the specifics, this is not the only way
information and attentional set may interact. Another possibility is
19
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that these two factors may interact in a simple additive fashion. That
is, the combination of analytic instructions and sensation information
may be more effective than either alone.
As it now stands, however, no decision can be made with regard to
the appropriateness of either of these two alternatives; more research
is needed to clarify what happens when both are present within a single
situation. The present study was an attempt to provide to assess the
contribution of each factor to the reduction of stress.
Briefly, in the present study, sensation and procedural informa-
tion were varied orthogonally to attentional set, i.e., subjects were
induced through instructions to adopt an objective-analytic or subjective-
affective set with which to process the information they received. In
addition, the contribution of sex was assessed in order to determine
whether or not males and females differed in their preferred mode of
processing and the way in which they utilized the information provided.
Aversive stimulus . The aversive stimulus used in the present study
was a large, black, live tarantula. The tarantula was chosen because
it was thought to be a stimulus which would be at least somewhat "real
life-like" within the confines of the laboratory. That is, the spider
as a threat is somewhere between Johnson et al's (1973) endoscopic
examination and Leventhal's (1976) cold-pressor test in verisimilitude.
The spider was also chosen because it was easy to handle and it was
thought that most people would be at least moderately afraid of it.
Relatively few studies of this type have been carried out using
live animals, with the exception of Staub's (1968) study involving a
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live snake. Animals, especially snakes, are, of course, very popular
in modelling studies but in those cases the stimulus is more directly
related to the purpose of the procedure (i.e., to reduce the intensity
of a phobia) and involve a different kind of personal control (so-called
behavioral control)
.
The so-called normal fear of spiders is rather common in the
population at large, but according to Marks (1969), accounts for only
about 3 per cent of all phobias. It should be kept in mind that the
focus of the present study was on spiders as "fearful" stimuli and not
necessarily spiders as "phobic" stimuli (see Marks, 1969, p. 106,
passim ; Rachman, 1974). Marks (1969) reports that most animal phobias
occur in women (approximately 95 per cent of animal phobics by his
count are women), however, there is reason to believe that the fear
of spiders is more evenly distributed across the sexes, although
females usually report greater degrees of fearfulness (Bernstein and
Allen, 1969; Katkin and Hoffman, 1976).
CHAPTER II
METHOD
Subj ects
Subjects were 108 male and female undergraduate students enrolled
in introductory psychology courses at the University of Massachusetts.
Potential subjects were given a pretest (Geer, 1968) to determine the
degree of their fear of spiders. Sixty females who fell into the upper
third of the distribution of fear scores (high fear) for females and 48
males who fell into the upper third of the distribution for males were
chosen for participation. Subjects were given experimental credit
(points toward their final grade) for participation in the study.
Aversive Stimulus and Apparatus
The aversive stimulus was a live tarantula presented to the sub-
ject by means of a phobic test apparatus similar to that described by
Levis (1969) . The apparatus consists of an 8 foot long scale model
electric train track on a trestle elevated about 32 inches from the
floor. The subject was seated at one end of the track, looking down
its length. The tarantula was placed in a clear plexiglass cart
which was free to move along the track toward or away from the sub-
ject. During the course of the experiment, the tarantula, in the cart,
moved slowly toward the subject from the opposite end of the track.
After having traversed the total length of the track, the
tarantula-cart came to rest about 12 inches from the subject's chest.
The cart paused in front of the subject for 10 seconds and then auto-
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matically reversed and travelled to the opposite end of the track.
Control over the approach of the cart was accomplished either by the
experimenter (on the first trial: see below) or by the subject (on
the second trial: see below) by means of a push button mounted on
the arm of his/her chair.
Procedure
Upon reporting to the laboratory, subjects were told that the
experiment was designed to investigate the nature of certain fear-
inducing stimuli and that they would be required to experience a live
tarantula at close range. Subjects were given a brief account of the
procedures to be followed in the experiment and were asked to sign a
consent form.
After signing the consent form, the subject was given a brief
description of the various physiological recording devices used in
the experiment. Heart rate and skin conductance electrodes were then
attached and the subject was led into the experimental room. (The
electrodes were attached to the subject in a small anteroom where the
physiological recording devices were located.) The subject was then
seated in a large comfortable chair located at one end of the phobic
test apparatus. At this time subjects were given a mood adjective
checklist to fill out (see below)
.
During this time the tarantula was out of sight in an enclosure
at the opposite end of the track from the subject and no mention was
made of the function of the push button attached to the arm of the
chair.
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After the subject completed the mood adjective checklist,
he/she was given an information/orientation passage to read, depend-
ing on the condition he/she was in. All of the information/orientation
passages were contained in manila folders, effectively blinding the
experimenter to the condition involved.
Subjects in the spider information condition were given a written
passage to read which contained a detailed description of the tarantula.
The description included information about the habits of the spider as
well as a description of its physical characteristics, e.g., "The adult
tarantula usually has a body length of two inches, with a leg-span
of three to five inches" (see Appendix A).
Subjects in the sensation information condition received a de-
scription of the kinds of bodily reactions people often report when
undergoing stressful events. They were told they may feel, "slight
palpitations... of the heart," "tremor of the hands," an increase in
their rate of breathing, coldness of the extremities, and general
muscular tension (see Appendix A)
.
Subjects in the no information condition received only attentional
set instructions (see below) prefaced by the same paragraph contained
in the passages given in the other two information conditions, a bland
account of how the present study fit into contemporary research on
fear.
To induce an analytic attentional set , the information passage
given to half of the subjects was prefaced by a paragraph asking sub-
jects to "pay close attention" to their responses and experiences. The
paragraph explained that subjects' self reports were an invaluable
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aid to the experimenter and thus detailed introspection in the case
of sensation information subjects, and attention to the situation in
the case of spider information subjects was very important. Subjects
in the non-analytic attentional set condition, on the other hand, were
told by the same means not to pay attention to their responses and
experiences. They were given the rationale that, "when people pay
close attention or concentrate too hard., their internal physiological
responses may be modified. It is necessary for us to record your re-
sponses as they naturally occur." Subjects in the no information con-
dition were given the same attentional set instructions without the
rationale.
A short time after the subject read the information passage,
he/she was given a second mood adjective checklist to fill out (see
below). Subjects were told that the adjective checklists were given
several times to insure that the experimenter obtained "reliable"
measures of their feelings.'
Each experimental session consisted of two spider-approach trials.
On the first trial, the approach of the spider was controlled by the
experimenter. The subject was asked to follow the instructions given
in the information passage and to sit still so as to not disturb the
electrodes. The experimenter then left the room and after approximately
one minute of baseline physiological recording, told the subject, via
intercom, that the trial was about to begin. About 10 seconds later,
the spider-cart started to emerge from the enclosure to begin its
approach. The cart moved toward the subject at a rate of 2 inches every
5 seconds. The trial ended when the cart came to the end of the
track,
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about 12 inches from the subject's chest. As the cart reached the
subject's end of the track, a microswitch was activated which re-
versed the direction of the cart, sending it, after a pause of 10
seconds, back to the enclosure at the other end. After the cart had
run its course, and was back in the enclosure, subjects were given a
questionnaire containing the same mood adj ective checklist adminis-
tered earlier along with several other scales on which to report
their thoughts and feelings during the approach of the spider.
The procedure was then repeated a second time, except that on
this trial, the subject had control over the approach of the spider-
cart. The purpose of this was to get a behavioral measure of the amount
of fear induced by the spider in terms of how much distance subjects
kept between themselves and the spider.
After the subject completed the post-approach questionnaire,
the operation of the push-button was explained. Subjects were told
that each time they pressed the button, the cart would advance 2 inches.
The experimenter asked the subject to advance the cart up to a point
where he/she felt comfortable looking at the spider. After explaining
the procedure to the subject, the experimenter left the room and
after one minute, asked the subject, via intercom, to begin advancing
the cart. (Instructions were so worded that it was made clear to sub-
jects that they did not have to advance the cart at all if they did
not want to.) The second trial concluded when the subject indicated that
he/she had advanced the cart sufficiently close for comfort.
The experiment was concluded with a brief, structured, open-ended
interview designed to assess how subjects had used the information they
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were given and if they had in fact followed the experimenter's in-
structions. After the concluding interview, subjects were shown their
polygraph records and given a complete explanation of the experiment.
The experiment thus consisted of a 3 X 2 X 2 factorial design
(spider versus sensation versus no information, analytic versus non-
analytic attentional set, male versus female). There were 10 females
and 8 males in each of the experimental conditions.
Dependent Measures
Physiological measures . Heart rate and skin conductance were re-
corded on a Beckman Type KM polygraph with a Type 9857 cardiotachometer
and Type 9844 skin conductance coupler (Lykken and Venables, 1971).
Skin conductance was measured by passing a constant .5 volts across
Beckman biopotential electrodes attached to the thenar and hypothenar
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surfaces of the right and left palms. Johnson and Johnson K-Y Jelly
was used as a conducting medium.
Heart rate was measured from Beckman electrodes placed in a Lead
I (Guyton, 1971) arrangement (right arm—left arm). A ground electrode
was attached to the ventral surface of the left wrist. Both the heart
rate and ground electrodes employed Grass EC-2 electrode paste.
Readings for skin conductance and heart rate were taken every
third time the spider-cart paused during its approach (recall that the
cart made its way down the track by advancing 2 inches, pausing 5
seconds, advancing 2 inches, and so on). The highest heart rate dur-
ing the five second pause was recorded, along with whatever the sub-
ject's skin conductance level was at that moment . That is, the time
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of occurrence of the highest hear rate within the five-second measure-
ment period determined the time at which a skin conductance measure
was to be taken.
To provide baseline measures, heart rate and skin conductance
readings were taken in the 20 seconds immediately prior to the approach.
The twenty-second period was divided into four 5 second periods and the
highest heart rate within each was taken. Measures of skin conductance
level were determined in the same manner as outlined above. In addition,
two measures of heart rate and skin conductance were taken in a like
manner during the 10 seconds in which the cart paused directly in front
of the subject. No readings were taken while the cart was in, or moving
out of, the enclosure (this constituted 8 advance-pause steps).
Heart rate was converted to beats-per-minute and skin conductance
was measured directly from the polygraph chart in micromhos. A log (base
10) transformation was then performed on the skin conductance data.
For purposes of analysis, the 15 heart rate and skin conductance
readings taken during the spider approach were divided into groups of
three. The three readings within each group were then averaged, yield-
ing five readings each for heart rate and skin conductance. The four
baseline readings were also averaged to yield one measure which was
subsequently used as the covariate in the analysis of covariance of
the physiological measures.
Self-report measures . Shortly before, and immediately after reading
the information passage, subjects were given a 20 item mood adjective
checklist to fill out. On the checklist, subjects were asked to rate
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the degree to which each adjective described their feelings. Subjects
rated each adjective by placing a mark on a 10 cm line bounded by
the words "NOT AT ALL" on the left and "VERY DEFINITELY" on the right.
Subjects were asked to consider the line as prepresenting a continuum
of feelings and to place a mark on the line according to how much they
experienced the state described by each adjective (see Appendix B)
.
This response format, rather than the more common one where subjects
simply circle a number corresponding to the degree of their feeling,
was used because subjects rated the same adjectives three times
during the course of the experiment and thus it was desirable to
attempt to minimize carry-over effects.
Three of the items on the adjective checklist suggested feelings
of control ("in control," "decisive," "confident") and three suggested
feelings of helplessness or a lack of control ("helpless," "powerless,"
"defenseless"). An index of personal control (Cornelius and Ave rill,
1978) was obtained by subtracting the mean of the latter from the mean
of the former. The values on this index could range from -10 (definitely
helpless) to +10 (definitely in control)
.
A measure of anxiety was obtained by averaging the three items on
the checklist relevant to that emotion ("anxious," "queasy," "jittery").
The values on this index could range from 0 (not at all anxious) to
10 (definitely anxious)
.
The remaining items relevant to subjects 1 experiences during the
experiment, "curious," "threatened," "attentive," and "repelled,"
were analyzed separately. "Filler" items were not scored.
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After the first spider-approach, subjects were given a brief
questionnaire on which to report their thoughts and feelings while in
the presence of the spider. Included on the questionnaire were the
same 20 adjectives administered before the approach. Different
cognitive coping strategies were assessed on the questionnaire by a
series of eleven items describing the kinds of thoughts subjects might
have had while watching the spider approach. Three of the items de-
scribed thoughts about the experiment and the spider (e.g., "I
thought about the spider, about its physical characteristics, how it
lives in its natural habitat, etc."), while three other items suggested
an avoidant mode of coping (e.g., "I avoided thinking about the spider.").
Three of the remaining items described thoughts about feelings, sensa-
tions and reactions (e.g., "I wonder how I'll react to seeing the spider
close-up.
.
,") and two described the kind of attitude or attentional set
subjects may have been in while watching the spider (e.g., "I tried to
be receptive to what was happening, without being judgmental or analytic").
To get an idea of the kinds of feelings and sensations subjects
may have felt in the spider approach situation, a list of 10 common
physical sensations or symptoms of stress (e.g., sweating palms,
quickened heart rate) and 2 irrelevant symptoms (i.e., dizziness and
ringing ears) were included on the questionnaire. Subjects rated on a
5 point scale how often they experienced each of these (1—not at all,
5
—most of the time)
.
Subjects 1 perceptions of the normative aspects of their reactions
to the spider were assessed by two questions asking to what extent
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did subjects feel that their reactions were typical of how they usually
respond to spiders and hox* people in general respond to spiders. Sub-
jects responded on a 9 point scale (1—not at all typical, 9—very
typical) .
Subjects also rated the quality of their feelings and sensations
on a 9 point scale in terms of a number of bipolar dimensions, i.e.,
dull—sharp
,
inappropriate—appropriate, good-bad, strong—weak,
adaptive—maladaptive , and active
—
passive
.
In order to assess affective changes over the course of the spider
approach subjects were asked to divide the approach into thirds and
to rate on a 9 point scale how relaxed or tense they felt during each
third (1—relaxed, 9—very tense).
In addition, subjects rated how unpleasant they found the spider
(1—not at all unpleasant, 9—very unpleasant) and how much time they
spent looking at the spider (1—none of the time, 9—all of the time).
The questionnaire concluded with a question asking subjects if
they would prefer to be alone or with others if they had to go through
the spider-approach again. This item, however, was not included in
the present analysis.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Data Analysis
The data were analyzed using primarily the BMDP (P2V) repeated
measures analysis of variance/ covariance program (Dixon, 1977). This
program uses a regression approach but yields results equivalent to
the "classical 11 experimental analysis design (Overall and Spiegel,
1969; Winer, 1971). Where appropriate, the Greenhouse and Geisser
(1959) procedure for testing repeated measures with conservative de-
grees of freedom was used. Post hoc comparisons were carried out using
the BMDP (P3D) t-test program (Dixon, 1977).
The major between subject variables were type of information
(spider versus sensation versus no information), type of attentional set
(analytic versus non-analytic) , and sex (male versus famale) . Time-
within-trials was treated as a within subject variable (e.g., for
changes in mood adjective ratings over time and changes in heart rate
and skin conductance during the spider approach) . However, since most
of these temporal effects are of little theoretical interest, they are
not included in the following discussion, except where necessary for
clarification (see Appendix C)
.
Attention Deployment
Included in the analysis of attention deployment reported below
are the results for three dependent variables; subjects 1 ratings of the
attention deployment items proper, subjects' self-reported curiosity and
31
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attentiveness, and subjects 1 self-reports of how much time they spent
looking at the spider during its approach.
Influence of attentional set. Subjects given analytic attentional set
instructions reported spending more time looking at the spider than
subjects given non-analytic instructions (F(l,96)=5.75, p.<^ .025).
The mean rating for subjects in the analytic condition was 8.2 (1—none
of the time, 9—all of the time) while the mean rating for subjects in
the non-analytic condition was 7.7.
Table 1 presents the means of the analytic and non-analytic in-
struction conditions for the eleven attention deployment items. The
items are ranked on the table in terms of the amount of time subjects
devoted to each kind of thought.
Subjects given analytic attentional set instructions thought more
about their feelings and sensations (item 4) than subjects given non-
analytic instructions (F(l,96)=27 . 83
, p. ^.001). Subjects provided
with analytic set instructions also had more thoughts about how they
were reacting (item 5) and thought more about things related to the
experiment (item 8) than subjects provided with non-analytic in-
structions (F(l,96)=4.41, p.Z..025; and F(l,96)=5.83, p. ^.025,
respectively). Thus, at least with regard to self-reported measures
of attention deployment, it appears that the analytic set instructions
were successful, since subjects given these instructions indeed tried
to focus their attention on their feelings, how they were reacting,
and what was happening in the experiment. These subjects also spent
more time looking at the spider than subjects given non-analytic
attentional set instructions.
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It appears as well that the non-analytic set instructions were
successful in that subjects given these instructions reported on the
average that they tried to be more receptive (non-analytic) during
the experiment (item 3) and were more n caught-up ft in the experience
of the situation (item 7) than their analytic counterparts (F(l,96)=
7.71, p. ^L.01; and F(l,96)=23.57, p.^L .001, respectively). Al-
though the effect did not reach conventional levels of statistical
significance, subjects given non-analytic set instructions also
thought more about things not related to the experiment (item 11)
than did subjects given analytic set instructions (F(l ,96) =3. 56,
p. <C.06) .
The attentional set instructions had no effect on subjects 1 self-
reported curiosity or attentiveness
.
Influence of information. Table 2 presents the means of the three
information conditions for the eleven attention deployment items.
The items are ranked on the table in terms of the amount of time sub-
jects devoted to each kind of thought.
Subjects given no information and subjects given information
about their feelings and sensations thought the most about things not
related to the experiment (item 11) while subjects given information
about the spider thought the least about things outside of the exper-
imental situation (F(2,96)=4.90, p.^C.01). Post hoc t-test s revealed
that the differences between the spider and no information and be-
tween the spider and sensation information conditions were significant
(t(43.7)=-3.51, p. .001; and t (42.5)— 2. 61, p. ^.025, respectively).
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Subjects given information about the spider thought more about the
spider (item 6) than subjects given information about their feelings
and sensations, although subjects given no information thought the
most about the spider. This effect, however, did not reach con-
ventional levels of statistical significance (F(2 ,96) =2 . 65 , p.*C .08)
.
There were no main effects for information in terms of subjects'
self-reported curiosity or attentiveness , nor were there any main
effects for the amount of time subjects spent looking at the spider
during its approach.
It appears, then, that, at least in terms of the rough estimate
provided by the attention deployment scores, the information given
subjects made very little impression on what they thought about dur-
ing the experiment. In this regard, it is interesting to note the
differences between the effects of attentional set and information on
attention deployment. If Leventhal's (Note 2) theory about the manner
in which sensation information has its stress-reducing effect is
correct, then one would expect that this kind of information and an
analytic attentional set would have similar effects on attention de-
ployment. As a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals, however, this
was not the case in the present study. Following Leventhal, sub-
jects given sensation information should have thought more about their
feelings and sensations (item 4) and how they were reacting (item 5),
in a manner similar to subjects given analytic set instructions.
These results could be taken to suggest that Leventhal 1 s theory is
incorrect, i.e., sensation information does not seem to have its effect
by inducing in subjects an analytic attentional set.
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Sex differences in attention deployment
, Leventhal and his co-workers
(Cupchik and Leventhal, 1974; Caputo and Leventhal, Note 1; Panagis
and Leventhal, Note 3; Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo, Note 4) reported
finding in a number of studies that males tended to favor an analytic
mode of processing or attentional style, while females favored a more
non-analytic or non-objective style (see p. 16 above). Further,
Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo (Note 4) reported that it was easier for
females to adopt an analytic style than it was for males to adopt a
non-analytic style. Although there were no clear-cut sex differences
in attention deployment in the present study in this regard, the re-
sults are suggestive of some kind of difference between males and
females in terms of attentional allocation. Specifically, there were
significant sex differences for two of the attention deployment items
concerned with cognitive coping, and there were significant attentional
set by sex interactions for self-reports of curiosity and attentiveness
.
Females avoided thinking about the spider (item 10) to a greater
extent than did males (F(l ,96)=4. 75 , p.<£L.05). The mean score for
females was 1.6 while the mean score for males was 1.3. Females also
had more reassuring thoughts (item 2) than did males (F( 1,96) =6. 99,
p.<£l.01). The mean score for females was 4.0 while the mean score
for males was 3.4. Males, then, seemed to devote more attention to
the situation, specifically the spider, than did females. This
suggests that the difference between males and females was primarily
a preference for avoidance-like responses on the part of the latter.
However, the interaction between attentional set and sex for curiosity
and attentiveness indicates indirectly that males and females may have
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also differed in their preferred styles or modes of processing.
As presented in Figure 1, males given analytic attentional
set instructions felt more attentive than females in the same con-
dition. Conversely, males provided with non-analytic set in-
structions felt less attentive than females in the same condition
(F(l,96)=5.42, p.<^1.025). The interaction between attentional set
and sex for curiosity was in the same direction (F(l,96)=6.82, p.
<T.025)
.
If the responses to these adjectives can be taken as indicators
of the type of processing strategy used, high curiosity and attentive-
ness reflecting relatively more analytic involvement, then it appears
that it was somewhat easier for males to adopt either of the two
strategies than it was for females, since in the analytic condition,
males were always more analytic (more attentive and curious) than
females, whereas in the non-analytic condition, males were always
less analytic (less curious and attentive) than females. These re-
sults are contrary to those of Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo (Note 4).
These authors, it will be recalled, reported finding that females could
change processing strategies more easily than could males. However,
it is best not to make too much out of these results as the index of
attentional set or processing strategy is admittedly weak and no
converging measures exist to corroborate that there were really any
attentional set differences between females and males anyway; for, as
stated above, no difference in strategies as assessed by the attention
deployment items was found. One further finding with regard to
subjects' ratings of curiosity needs to be mentioned, however.
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males
females
1 i
analytic non-analytic
attentional set
Figure 1. Mean attentiveness ratings for female and
male subjects in the analytic and non-analytic attentional
set conditions. The ratings could range from 1—not at all,
to 10—very definitely.
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Subjects generally felt more curious when given analytic
attentional set instructions, however, females given information
about the spider or about their feelings and sensations felt less
curious than other subjects when they received instructions to be
analytic. When females were given information about the spider or
about their feelings and sensations and asked to be non-analytic,
however, they felt more curious than other subjects. Females given
no information acted just like males when given either analytic or
non-analytic attentional set instructions (F(2,96)=3.15, p. ^1.05).
This relationship is presented in Figure 2.
Once again, it is probably best to approach this finding with
some caution; however, if we may drop our guard for a moment, some
interesting possibilities may be suggested. It appears that the in-
formation which made a difference here, that referring to the
frightening stimulus and potentially frightening symptoms, may have
brought about the need to devote more effort to coping with the sit-
uation than paying attention to it, but only when the information
was attended to in a focused or analytic manner, i.e., when subjects
14
were more or less forced to attend to it. That this was the case
only for females may mean that there were processing mode differences
between the sexes, or it may mean that, above and beyond any processing
differences, some other factor may have been operating.
With regard to the time subjects spent looking at the spider,
males and females did not differ.
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Figure 2. Mean curiosity ratings for male and female
subjects in each of the three information conditions pro-
vided with an analytic or non-analytic attentional set.
The ratings could range from 1—not at all, to 10—very
definitely.
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Self-Reports of the Spider y s Unpleasantness
Influence of Information and attentional set . No significant effects
were found for information or attentional set for subjects 1 reports
of the unpleasantness of the spider.
Sex differences in self-reports of unpleasantness. Females found
the sight of the spider more unpleasant than did males (F(l,96)=
12.29, p.^C.001). The mean rating for females was 6.1 (1—not at
all unpleasant, 9—very unpleasant) while the mean rating for males
was 4.6.
Self-Reports of Distress: Mood Adjective Ratings
Influence of attentional set and information . No main effects for
information or attentional set were found for any of the mood ad-
jective ratings. However, subjects did change their ratings on
several of the adjectives after receipt of the information/orientation
passages and again during the approach of the spider. (Recall that
subjects rated their mood three times, 1) upon entering the labora-
tory, 2) after receipt of the information/orientation passages, and
3) after the approach of the spider. Recall also that the last rat-
ing was different from the first two in that subjects were asked to
rate how they felt as the spider was approaching and not how they
felt at the time they were filling out the mood checklist.) Table 3
presents the mean of each of the three ratings of the various mood
adjectives.
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Table 3
Mean mood adjective ratings for all subjects. Values on the index
of personal control could range from -10 (definitely helpless) to
+10 (definitely in control). Values on all other items could range
from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very definitely)
.
Mood Adjective
In control
Anxious
Curious
Repelled
Attentive
Threatened
2.49
4.47
8.59
2.63
7.36
4.03
Rating
2
1.18
5.15
7.54
3.39
7.29
3.41
.02
5.72
7.18
4.87
7.69
4.46
F Values
11.36
11.28
4.75
35.50
3.45
P 001
01
* p. ^..05
difference between the first and second rating: t (107)=-2 . 56
,
p.^-
.025; difference between the second and third: t (107)=-2 . 12
,
p.^L .05.
^Difference between the first and second rating: t(107)=2.59, p.^.
.025; difference between the second and third: t(107)=1.98, p.<£..05.
c
Difference between the first and second rating: t(107)=-2.09
,
p.<n..05
^Difference between the first and second rating: t(107)=3.18, p.^ .01;
difference between the second and third: t(107)=5.65, p.<.001.
Difference between the second and third rating: t(107)=2.4, p-c^l .025.
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Subjects felt increasingly less in control and less curious
over the course of the three ratings (F(2 , 192)=11.36
, p.< .001; and
F(2,192)=4.75, p.<c .01, respectively). Subjects also reported
feeling more anxious and more repelled as the experiment progressed
(F(2,192)=11.28, p.<C.001; and F(2 , 192)=35 . 50
, p.<L .001, respectively).
Self-reported attentiveness decreased and then increased (F(2,192)=
3.45, p. 05).
Post h°c tests revealed that after receipt of the information/
orientation passages subjects felt significantly less in control
(t(107)=-2.56, p. «£L.025), less curious (5 (107)=-2 . 09
, p.<^..05),
more anxious ( t (107)=2 . 59 , p.<^ 025) and more repelled (t(107)=3 .18,
p. -<sC.01) .
Compared to their ratings after receipt of the information/
orientation passages, during the approach of the spider subjects
reported feeling significantly less in control (t(107)=-2.12, p.<..05),
more anxious (t(107)=1.98, p.<C .05) , more repelled (t (107)=5 . 56 , p.-s^L
.001) and more attentive (t(107)=2.40, p.< .025)
.
There were no interactions between time and either information
or attentional set.
Sex differences in mood adjective ratings . Females on the average
felt less personal control during the experiment than did males, al-
though the effect did not reach conventional levels of statistical
significance (F(l
,
96)=3 . 57
,
p.<C-06). As reported above, subjects
on the average reported feeling less in control on each of the three
succeeding adjective ratings. However, while males showed a slight
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increase in feelings of control after receipt of the information/
orientation passages, females showed a steady and much more drastic
decrease (time by sex interaction: F(2, 192)=4.74, p.^ .01). The
mean personal control scores for the three adjective ratings for
males were 2.17, 2.22 and 1.31, respectively. The mean scores for
females were 2,75, .53 and -1.02, respectively. Females on the
average also felt more repelled than males (F(l,96)=6.67, p-<C .025).
Subjects on the average felt more repelled over the course of the
experiment, i.e., on each of the three succeeding adjective ratings,
but females displayed a much larger increase in the degree to which
they felt repelled as compared to males (time by sex interaction:
F(2,192)=3.66, p.^C .05) . The mean ratings for males were 2.50,
3.00 and 3.96, respectively, while the mean ratings for females were
2.74, 3.71 and 5.59, respectively.
Self-Reports of Distress: Relaxation-Tension Ratings
Influence of attentional set and information . No significant effects
for information or attentional set were found for subjects 1 self-
reported tension during the approach of the spider.
Sex differences in relaxation-tension ratings . Females on the average
rated themselves as being more tense than males during the approach
of the spider (F(l,96)=12.55 , p.^C.001). The mean rating for females
was 5.9 while the mean rating for males was 4.9.
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Johnson's (1975) congruency or accuracy theory and Lazarus'
(Lazarus, 1968; Lazarus and Averill, 1972; Lazarus, Averill and
Opton, 1974) reappraisal theory of stress reduction through infec-
tion imply that an important component of any sensation information
imparted to subjects is the normative content of that information.
That is, it is impossible to provide subjects with information
about their reactions in any given situation without at the same time
giving them some idea of what is the "normal" way to respond in that
situation. Since most subjects presumably respond in a manner similar
to that described in the information passages they are given, it is
quite possible that a critical aspect of stress reduction is the
process of normative comparison. In this process, subjects compare
their own reactions with the norm, and if they find them similar,
some kind of "negative feedback loop" is set into motion which short-
circuits stress. An indirect test of this hypothesis was included
in the present study by asking subjects how typical their reactions
to the spider were in terms of how they usually respond to spiders
and in terms of how people in general respond to spiders. If the
normative comparison hypothesis is correct, one would expect that
there would be no difference between the two ratings for subjects in
the sensation information condition. Also, one would expect that
subjects in the sensation information condition would rate themselves
as more typical to people in general, regardless of what their typical-
for-self ratings were.
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On the average, subjects rated their reactions as more typical
of the way they usually respond than of the way people in general
respond. The mean rating for the former was 5.9 while the mean for
the latter was 5.3. The difference between the two ratings was
significant (5 (107)=2 . 72
,
p.<£T.01).
Influence of information and attentional set . No significant effects
for information or attentional set were found for the measure of
the difference between the self and people-in-general typicality
ratings. There were also no significant effects for either measure
when analyzed separately. The difference between the two ratings
was smallest for subjects given no information (.40), followed by
subjects given sensation information (.70). The largest difference
between the ratings occurred for subjects given spider information
(.75).
Sex differences in typicality-atypicality ratings. There were no
differences between males and females on the measure of the dif-
ference between the two typicality ratings.
Subjects' Perceptions of Their Reactions: Quality of Sensations
Following the normative comparison hypothesis, an attempt was
made to determine if sensation information would have an effect on
the way in which subjects characterized their sensations. If the
hypothesis is correct, subjects given sensation information should
have rated their reactions as being more appropriate and adaptive.
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(The other four items were included to provide further information
on how subjects perceived their reactions, with no real hypotheses in
mind
.
)
Influence of information and attentional set . There were no signifi-
cant effects for information or attentional set for any of the six
quality of sensations scales.
Sex differences in quality of sensations ratings
.
Significant sex
differences were found on four of the six quality of sensations
scales. Both males and females rated their feelings during the spider
approach as appropriate, but females on the average felt they were
more appropriate than did males (F(l,96)=9 . 89 , p.^c .01). The mean
rating for females was 7.3 (1—Inappropriate, 9—Appropriate), and
the mean rating for males was 6.3. On the Strong—Weak dimension,
females on the average rated their sensations as being more toward the
strong end of the scale than did males, although both males and female
rated their feelings as more strong than weak (F(l,96)=7.38, p.<:.01)
The mean rating for females was 3.3 (1—Strong, 9—Weak) , and the mean
rating for males was 4.2. Females rated their feelings and sensations
as being more bad than did males (F(l,96)=5 . 14, p.<..05). The mean
rating for females was 5.7 (1—Good, 9—Bad) , and the mean rating
for males was 4.8. Finally, females rated their sensations as more
active than did males (F(l,96)=5.36, p.-<.025). The mean rating for
females was 3.6 (1—Active, 9—Passive) , and the mean rating for males
was 4.7.
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Subjects 1 Perceptions of Their Reactions: Symptoms of Distress
Table 4 presents the mean ratings for all subjects of the amount
of time they reported experiencing each of the various symptoms of
distress as well as the various irrelevant symptoms (1—not at all,
5
—most of the time) . The symptoms are ranked on the table in terms
of the amount of time subjects reported experiencing each during
the approach of the spider. It is noteworthy that the symptoms
which could be considered most irrelevant (upset stomach, ringing in
the ears, and dizziness) received the lowest ratings.
Influence of information and attentional set . There was a significant
effect for information on subjects 1 ratings of the amount of time they
experienced their palms sweating (item 7) (F(2 ,96)=3 . 84 , p.<<L-025).
Subjects given sensation information had a mean rating of 2.4, sub-
jects given spider information had a mean rating of 2.1, and sub-
jects given no information had a mean rating of 1.7. Post hoc t-tests
revealed that only the difference between the sensation and no in-
formation conditions was significant (t (68.2)=2.90, p.<1.01).
There were significant effects for attentional set for subjects'
ratings of the amount of time they experienced an increase in heart
rate (item 1), tension in the neck and shoulders (item 5) and an up-
set stomach (item 10) (F(l,96)=8.27, p.<- .01; F(l,96)=3 . 74 , p.<1.06;
and F(l,96)=5.48, p.<..025, respectively). The mean rating of in-
creased heart rate for subjects given analytic attentional set in-
structions was 3.7 while the mean for subjects given non-analytic
instructions was 3.1. The mean rating of the symptom of increased
Table 4
Mean rating for all subjects of the various relevant (1-10) and
irrelevant (11, 12) symptoms of distress. The ratings reflect
the amount of time subj ects reported experiencing each of the
symptoms (1—not at all, 5—most of the time) . The items are
ranked in terms of the amount of time subjects reported exper-
iencing each symptom.
Symptoms: item rank Mean rating
be
1. My heartbeat quickened. 3.5
2. I felt generally wound up inside. 3.1
3. My breathing rate increased. 2.9
4. My hands and feet felt cold and/or clammy. 2.4
5. My neck and shoulders felt stiff and tense. 2.3
c
6. I had a clutching, sinking feeling in the 2.2
middle of my chest.
0 i a
7. My palms were sweatxng. ^.J-
8. My mouth was dry. 1-9
9. My hands were shaking.
1 obc
10. My stomach felt upset. J-*?
11. My ears were ringing. 1*4
12. I felt dizzy. !- 3
Significant effect for information
Significant effect for attentional set
Significant effect for sex
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tension in the neck and shoulders was 2.5 for subjects given analytic
instructions. The mean rating for the experience of an upset stomach
was 2.1 for subjects given analytic instruction and 1.6 for subjects
given non-analytic instructions.
Sex differences in self-reported symptoms of distress . There were
significant sex differences on seven of the twelve symptom ratings.
Females reported experiencing an increase in heart rate (item 1) more
than did males (F (1,96) =4. 93, p. ^.05). The mean rating for females
was 3.7 while the mean rating for males was 3.2. Females reported
experiencing a "clutching, sinking feeling" in their chests (item 6)
to a greater extent than did males (F(l,96)=14 . 03 , p.<1.001). The
mean rating for females was 2.6 while the mean rating for males
was 1.8. Females also reported having cold and clammy hands and
feet (item 4) more than did males (F(l,96)=4.21, p.<. .05) . The
mean rating for females was 2.6 while the mean for males was 2.0. In
addition, females reported shaking hands (item 9) and an increase in
breathing rate (item 3) more than did males (F(l,96)=4.15 , p.<L.05;
and F(l,96)=5.73, p. -£..025, respectively). The mean rating of the
former symptom for females was 2.1 while the mean rating for males was
1.6. The mean rating of the latter symptom for females was 3.1 while
the mean for males was 2.6. Finally, females reported feeling "wound
up" inside (item 2) and described themselves as having an upset
stomach (item 10) more often than did males (F(l,96)=11.95, p.<c .001;
and F(l,96)=5.72, p. ^.025, respectively). The mean rating of the
former symptom was 3.5 for females and 2.6 for males. The mean
rating
of the latter symptom was 2.1 for females and 1.6 for males.
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Summary of Results for Self-Report Measures
In summary, then, it is evident that neither information nor
attentional set had any major effect on self- reports of distress.
This result is worth emphasizing in that, at least for information,
and specifically for sensation information, many previous studies have
found rather striking effects for these kinds of variables. It could
be argued, of course, that the manipulations were simply not strong
enough, implying that subjects did not pay sufficient attention to
the information and instructions. This, however, seems unlikely.
The sensation information was modeled closely upon that used by
Johnson (1975) and Leventhal (1976) and the spider information, though
different in content, was very similar to that used by Staub and
Kellet (1972)."^ Although the attentional set instructions had not
been used before, the results for the measures of attention deploy-
ment (and perception of symptoms) indicate that subjects were in fact
following the instructions. The attention deployment measures sug-
gest to a lesser extent that subjects did in fact pay attention to
the information when it was presented. With these considerations in
mind, it appears that the information and attentional set instructions
were able to effect some change in what subjects thought about during
the spider approach, but that this change did not result in any mitiga-
tion of stress.
The information and attentional set instructions did, however,
influence subjects 1 perceptions of the various symptoms of distress.
In the case of the one significant effect for information, subjects
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given sensation information reported experiencing one of the symptoms
described in the information/orientation passage (sweating palms) to
a greater extent than subjects given no information. Subjects given
spider information, however, reported the symptom to a degree nearly
equal to that of subjects in the sensation information condition. Why
this should have been so is unclear.
Subjects given analytic attentional set instructions generally
reported experiencing the various symptoms of distress more often than
did subjects given non-analytic instructions. These data, which
essentially parallel those for attention deployment, indicate that sub-
jects given an analytic attentional set tried to attend to their feel-
ings and sensations regardless of the kind of information they were
given
.
With regard to sex differences, .females on the average appeared
to be more upset by their experiences than were males. Females
generally felt less in control and more repelled during the experi-
ment as a whole; they rated their feelings as being stronger, they
felt more tense and reported experiencing the various symptoms of
distress more often than did males during the actual approach of the
spider. And, although females felt their sensations and feel-
ings were somewhat bad (i.e., not something to be valued), they never-
theless felt they were appropriate.
Finally, it does not appear that information had any effect on
subjects' perceptions of the typicality of their responses, as a
normative comparison hypothesis would imply. All subjects judged
their reactions to be more like the way they usually respond than the
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way people in general usually respond. Information did not influence
this judgment. This, however, was an admittedly weak test of the
normative comparison hypothesis and thus no conclusions should be
drawn from these data at the present time.
Physiological Measures of Distress: Heart Rate
and Skin Conductance
Influence of information and attentional set . No significant effects
for information or attentional set were found for any of the physio-
logical measures of distress taken during the approach of the spider.
Sex differences in physiological measures of distress . Males on the
average had lower heart rates during the approach of the spider than
did females (F(l,96)=12 . 62
,
p.«<C.001). Males had a mean heart rate
of 80.12 bpm while females had a mean rate of 89.98 bpra. These re-
sults parallel very closely those for self-reports of distress; on
the average, females tended to be more distressed and aroused by the
approach of the spider than were males.
Self-Controlled Approach: A Behavioral
Measure of Coping
Influence of attentional set . There were no significant effects for
attentional set for the measure of the distance subjects kept be-
tween themselves and the spider during the self-controlled approach.
Sex differences and the influence of information . Males on the
average advanced the spider-cart closer to themselves than did fe-
males (F(l,96)=31.36, p.^1.001). Males on the average advanced the
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cart to within 16.9 inches of themselves while females advanced the
cart to within 36.4 inches of themselves. There was also a significant
information by sex interaction for the behavioral measure of distress
(F(2,96)=3.14, p.<: .05). Following Figure 3, it can be seen that
this interaction is due primarily to the fact that males and females
who were given information about the spider reacted to the opportunity
to advance the spider-cart in completely different ways. On the aver-
age, males in this condition advanced the cart closer than their
counterparts in the other two information conditions. Females in
the same condition, on the other hand, kept the cart farther away from
themselves than females in either of the other two information con-
ditions.
In the absence of any solid evidence that males and females
utilized different processing strategies in dealing with the spider
information, we must look for some other, possibility sex-linked,
factor to account for this difference. The most obvious clue as to
what this factor might be is contained in the spider information it-
self. On face value, this information would appear to be the most
anxiety or fear provoking of the two types of information, but only,
of course, for those who are afraid of spiders. Thus, the most
likely candidate for the crucial factor in determining subjects'
reactions to the information (as well as many of the various inter-
actions outlined above) is simply the degree of subjects 1 fear.
Recall that all subjects were administered Geer's (1968) fear
survey schedule prior to being selected to participate in the spider-
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Figure 3. Mean distance to spider scores Cself-controlled
approach) for female and male subjects in the three information
conditions. Distance was measured in inches and could range
from 0—spider nearest subject, to 85—spider farthest from
subject
.
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approach, etc. Subjects were selected for the experiment on the basis
of their reported fear of spiders. Subjects whose fear scores fell
into the upper third of the distribution of all fear scores for their
own sex were selected. Unfortunately, this resulted in a significant
fear difference between the males and females selected for participa-
tion, as the upper thirds of each distribution were markedly different
(the range of scores for males was 3 to 6 out of a possible 7, while
the range of scores for females was 4 to 7) . Hence, fear and sex were
almost perfectly confounded. The mean fear score for males was 4.0
and the mean score for females was 5.7 (5 (87) =-9 . 56
,
p.^.OOl).
Thus, the important difference between males and females may have been
degree of fear and not type of processing strategy, etc.
This difference could explain quite nicely the findings reported
above with regard to attention deployment; one would expect high
spider-fear people to have more reassuring and avoidant thoughts when
brought into contact with a live spider. The interactions between
sex and attentional set remain somewhat enigmatic, however, and it is
highly likely that they are peculiar to the subjects used in the
present situation. Nevertheless, in light of the obtained fear dif-
ference between females and males, these interactions suggest that the
instructions to be analytic (and perhaps both types of information as
well) may have brought about some amount of stress in and of them-
selves, especially for high-fear (mostly female) subjects. However,
since there were no differences in reported distress as a function of
information or attentional set, it might be best not to take this
«
17
interpretation too rar
.
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Sex Differences and Fear of Spiders
Two different methods were employed in an attempt to tease out
the effects on the above dependent measures which could be attributed
to fear from those attributable to sex (i.e., other, possible sex-
linked, factors such as preferred processing strategy). The first
method involved dividing the female subjects into moderate and high
fear groups and rerunning the analyses in which significant effects
for sex had been found. The second method involved taking a sub-
sample of male and female subjects matched on degree of fear and
testing for any differences between the groups on all of those variables
for which significant sex differences were found.
In order to simplify comparison of the analyses presented in
this section with the above results, Table 5 presents a summary of the
significant effects due to sex of subject for the various dependent
measures
.
High versus moderate fear females . In this analysis, females who
scored 4 or 5 on the fear inventory were assigned to the moderate fear
category and females who scored 6 or 7 were assigned to the high fear
category. Analyses of variance substituting these two groups for
males and females were then carried out on all of the dependent varia-
bles for which there were significant effects for sex or significant
interactions involving sex. It was assumed that if the effects for
sex of subject were replicated substituting degree of fear in this
manner, then fear could be considered the crucial variable and not
sex.
Table 5
Summary of significant effects due to sex of subject
Dependent measure:
Attention deployment
avoidant thoughts (item 10)
reassuring thoughts (item 2)
attentiveness (attentional set by
sex interaction)
curiosity (attentional set by
sex interaction)
curiosity (information by attentional
set by sex interaction)
Unpleasantness ratings
Mood adjective ratings
control
control (time by sex interaction)
repelled
repelled (time by sex interaction)
Relaxation-tension ratings
Perceptions of reactions to the spider
Quality of sensations
appropriate
strong
bad
passive
Symptoms of distress
increased heart rate
clutching, sinking feeling in chest
cold, clammy hands, feet
shaking hands
increase in breathing rate
F Value:
4.75*
6.99**
5.42*
6.82*
3.15*
12.29***
3.57
a
4.74*
6.67*
3.66***
12.55***
9.39**
7.38**
5.14*
5.36*
5.92*
14.03***
4.21*
4.15*
5.73*
Table 5 (continued)
Dependent measure:
wound up feeling inside
upset stomach
Physiological measures of distress
heart rate
Self-controlled approach
(main effect)
(information by sex interaction)
F Value:
11.98***
4.83*
12.52***
31.36***
3.14*
.001
.01
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Table 6 presents the results of the re-analysis of the various
dependent measures for which sex of subject had a significant ef-
fect with degree of fear substituted for sex. As can be seen, the
outcome of the re-analysis was rather equivocal; out of twenty-four
significant effects for sex, only ten were replicated (and one of
those only marginally so). Nevertheless, the results are interpretable,
and suggest that, at least for some of the variables, fear of spiders
was the important factor, and not necessarily sex per se.
With regard to attention deployment , none of the effects of
sex were replicated. Further, no real trends were observed which
would lend support to any conclusions regarding these measures.
There were, however, significant effects for subjects' unpleasantness
ratings of the spider (F(l,48)=5 .38, p.^.05), subjects' relaxation-
tension ratings (F(l,48) = 8. 78 , p.<n.01) and subjects' ratings of one
of the mood adjectives , a main effect for "repelled 11 (F(l,48)=5 .84,
p. <^.025). The mean unpleasantness rating was 5.4 for high fear
females and 1.5 for moderate fear females. The mean relaxation-
tension rating for high fear females was 6.3 while the mean for
moderate fear females was 5.2. The mean rating of the adjective
"repelled" was 4.5 for high fear females and 3.3 for moderate fear fe-
males .
There were no significant effects for subjects' ratings of the
quality of their sensations > However, five of the seven significant
sex effects for symptoms of distress were replicated. High fear fe-
males reported experiencing a "clutching, sinking feeling" in their
chests (F(l,48)=7.04, p.<C .05), cold, clammy hands and feet
Table 6
Results of the re-analysis of the significant effects for sex o
subject with moderate and high fear females substituted for mal
and females
,
respectively.
Dependent measure: p Value:
Attention deployment
avoidant thoughts (item 10)
.61
reassuring thoughts (item 2) .69
attentiveness (attentional set by fear
interaction)
. 89
curiosity (attentional set by fear
interaction) 1 . 03
curiosity (information by attentional
set by fear interaction)
.11
Unpleasantness ratings 5.38*
Mood adjective ratings
control 1.23
control (time by fear interaction) 1.35
repelled 5.84*
repelled (time by fear interaction) .99
Relaxation-tension ratings 8.78**
Perceptions of reactions to the spider
Quality of sensations
appropriate . 82
strong .00
bad 1.41
passive 2 . 42
Symptoms of distress
increased heart rate 2.22
clutching, sinking feeling in chest 7.04*
cold, clammy hands, feet 5.72*
Table 6 (continued)
Dependent measure: F Value
shaking hands 6.88*
increase in breathing rate 5.01*
wound up feeling inside 7.48**
upset stomach 3.72
Physiological measures of distress
heart rate
.89
Self-controlled approach
(main effect) 10.69**
(information by fear interaction) 2.98
*** p. <£1 .001
** p.<s:.01
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(F(l,48)=5.72, p.^r.05), shaking hands (F(l,48)=6.88, p.<r.05), an
increase in breathing rate (F(l,48)=5
.01, p.<.05), and a wound up
feeling inside (F(l,48)=7
.48, p.<T.01) more often than moderate fear
females. The mean ratings for the experience of cold, clammy hands
and feet and shaking hands were 2.9 and 2.4, respectively, for high
fear females and 2.0 and 1.6, respectively, for moderate fear females.
The mean ratings for high fear females for the experience of an in-
crease in breathing rate and a wound up feeling were 3.4 and 3.7
respectively, while the means for moderate fear females were 2.7 and
2.8, respectively.
The sex effect for heart rate was not replicated but the main
effect for the self-controlled approach was. Moderate fear females
advanced the spider-cart closer to themselves than high fear females
did (F(l,48) =10.69, p.^C.01). The mean distance to the spider for
moderate fear females was 26.2 inches while the mean distance for high
fear females was 41.9. There was also a marginally significant in-
formation by fear interaction for this measure, which was quite similar
to that for information by sex (F(l,48)=2.98, p.<^.06). Comparing
Figure 4 with Figure 3, it can be seen that the only real dif-
ference between the two interactions is that in the case for information
by fear, moderate fear females given information about their sensa-
tions and feelings advanced the spider-cart closer to themselves
than the females in any other condition. This was not true for the
analogous condition in the information by sex interaction.
These results provide some support for the notion that fear of
spiders and not some other factor was the variable underlying the ob-
tained sex differences. Obviously, since not all of the sex differences
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Figure 4. Mean distance to spider scores (self-controlled
approach) for high and moderate fear females in the three
information conditions. Distance was measured in inches and
could range from 0—spider nearest subject, to 85—spider
farthest from subject.
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were replicated, and for those which were, the magnitudes of the
effects were not always comparable to the initial results, no con-
clusive statement regarding fear can be made. However, the re-
sults of the re-analysis do indicate that, at least for some of the
measures—most significantly, the behavioral measure of coping (self-
controlled approach)—fear of spiders may have been more important than
sex per se .
It is interesting to note that five of the differences that
were not replicated using the two groups of females had to do with
attention deployment. Specifically, there appear to be no fear dif-
ferences for females in avoidant or reassuring thoughts, or for self-
ratings of curiosity and attentiveness . This could suggest that there
were in fact sex differences in attentional set or processing strategy,
but that these were not as important as differences in degree of fear
in determining subjects 1 reactions to the spider.
There also did not appear to be any differences in the effects
of information between the sexes with regard to the behavioral measure
of distress, or, at least if there were differences, they were not
clear cut.
Matched-fear male and female groups. In this second analysis of sex
and fear differences, a subsample of male and female subjects were
selected from among the total sample of subjects. Thirty subjects,
15 male and 15 female, were chosen. Two subjects of each sex who rated
their fear at 4, seven subjects of each sex who rated their fear at
5, and six subjects of each sex who rated their fear at 6 were selected
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(male subjects within each category were chosen first, and hence the
number of males became the limit on how many females could be chosen,
the latter were chosen at random from among those whose scores matched
the scores of the males)
.
Post hoc t-tests were then performed on
the major variables for which main effects for sex were obtained. It
was assumed that if fear were the important variable underlying the
sex difference, then these post hoc tests should have revealed no
significant differences between the matched groups.
Using this method, no significant differences were in fact
found between the matched groups on any of the variables for which
(main effect) sex differences had been obtained. The difference be-
tween the groups on the distance subjects kept between themselves and
the spider approached but did not reach statistical significance
(t(25.8)=-1.49, p.<£.15), as did the difference between the two
groups on the attention deployment item concerning reassuring thoughts
18(t(27 .8)=-1.74, p.*^.09). In both cases the results were in the
expected direction, i.e., females showing less approach and more re-
assuring thoughts. On most of the other measures, however, there were
no clear cut trends either way, and the t values averaged around .47.
The results of the above post hoc analyses suggest that many of
the obtained sex differences were, rather, differences in degree of
fear. The results are not conclusive enough to make a water-tight
case, of course; however, at least for some of the more important
measures such as the distance subjects kept between themselves and the
spider during the self-controlled approach, it could be argued that
fear is the most likely explanation for any sex difference.
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Analysis of Bilateral Skin Conductance
Before analyzing the skin conductance data in terms of laterality,
subjects were divided into two groups on the basis of handedness.
Handedness was assessed by simply noting which hand subjects used to
write with when filling out the various questionnaires. There were
14 left-handers and 94 right-handers. Skin conductance did not differ
as a function of handedness (F(l,105)=1.09
, p. <Z.30). There were,
however, significant differences in skin conductance according to
the hand it was recorded from. On the average, skin conductance was
higher on the right; this was true for both left and right handers
(F(l,95)=51. 82
, p.<c.001). The covariance-adjusted log conductance
scores for the right and left hands were .85 and .77, respectively.
Contrary to what might be expected on the basis of the findings
of Myslobodsky and Rattok (1975) , there were no significant bilateral
differences in skin conductance as a function of attentional set.
Recall that Myslobodsky and Rattok obtained bilateral differences by
selectively activating one or the other of the cerebral hemispheres.
Greater right hand skin conductance activity was found when the left
hemisphere was engaged using a verbal task while greater left hand
activity was found when the right hemisphere was engaged using a visual
task. In the present instance, according to Leventhal's reasoning, the
adoption of an analytic attentional set should have engaged the left
hemisphere, resulting in greater skin conductance activity for the
right hand. The converse should have been true for the adoption of
a non-analytic attentional set.
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There are a number of reasons why the expected result was not
obtained in the present case. First, the measure used by Myslobodsky
and Rattok was probably much more sensitive to bilateral differences
than the crude measure employed here. Myslobodsky and Rattok measured
the amplitude and duration of discrete electrodermal responses (what
they termed "electrodermal activity"—see p. 501 of their paper),
while in the present study the measure obtained was one of overall
conductance level; it seems doubtful that differential hemispheric
activity would be reflected in conductance levels per se (cf. Ketterer
and Smith's, 1977, remarks). Second, bilateral differences may not
have been observed because the assumption of cerebral specialization
for attentional set may not be valid. Inducing an analytic or non-
analytic attentional set in someone may not differentially activate
one or the other of the cerebral hemispheres. Alternatively, of course,
the attentional set instructions used in the present study may not
have been effective in terms of differential cerebral activation, even
if the assumption of specialization was valid.
Recent evidence, however, calls into question Myslobodsky and
Rattok T s assumption that greater electrodermal activity is to be
found on the hand contralateral to the activated hemisphere. Lacroix
and Comper (1979) report that, rather, greater activity should be
found on the hand ipsilateral to the activated hemisphere. Obvious-
ly, this is a problem which cannot be resolved within the confines
of the present study. And, in view of the measurement problems de-
scribed above, it is probably best not to make any procrustean efforts
to fit the present results into the framework provided by Lacroix
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and Comper (e.g., by concluding that the higher conductance levels
observed for the right hand reflect greater right hemisphere involve-
ment)
.
The issue will have to be addressed elsewhere.
Summary
The major points of interest with regard to the present results
are as follows:
1) The information manipulation did not appear to be very
effective, at least in terms of the measure of attention deployment.
Although subjects in each of the two substantive information con-
ditions had relatively more thoughts about the kind of informa-
tion they were given, subjects given information about the spider
thought more about the spider than subjects given information about
their feelings and sensations, who thought more about their feelings;
subjects not given any information thought more about the spider
than subjects in either of the other two information conditions.
The attentional set manipulation, however, appeared to be quite
effective in terms of the measure of attention deployment. Subjects
given analytic set instructions tried to be more focused on the sit-
uation and subjects given non-analytic instructions tried to be more
receptive and non-judgmental
.
2) Dissimilar results for attention deployment were obtained
for the analytic attentional set and sensation information conditions.
It thus appears that sensation information does not have its stress-
reducing effect by inducing in subjects some kind of analytic
attentional set (cf. Leventhal, Note 2).
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3) The information and attentional set manipulations appeared
to have no effect whatsoever on the stress engendered by the approach
of the spider. In terms of all of the major direct indices of dis-
tress, self-report and physiological, it made no difference what
kind of information or instructions subjects received.
4) The spider information did, however, influence the extent to
which males and females were willing to allow the spider to get close
to them during the self-controlled approach. Females given spider
information advanced the spider the least while males given spider
information advanced the spider the most. Thus, the spider informa-
tion seemed to reduce the aversiveness of the spider for males but
increase it for females. Other results suggest indirectly, however,
that this was not really a sex difference but rather a difference
in degree of fear.
5) Females on the average reported being much more afraid of the
spider than did males. Fear and sex were thus almost perfectly con-
founded. Post hoc tests suggested that many of the sex differences
obtained in the present study were in fact fear differences.
6) There were some differences between males and females in the
use of attentional set strategies (more properly, attention deploy-
ment) which did not appear to be due to differences in fear, although
they could reasonably be expected to. Females tended to avoid think-
ing about the spider and sought to reassure themselves more than did
males
.
CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
Influence of Information and Attentional Set
Implicit in the Introduction (Chatper I) was the assumption
that the preparatory information and attentional set instruction
provided to subjects would have some effect of a beneficial nature
with regard to the stress engendered by confrontation with the
frightening stimulus. The aim and import of the study, of course,
was to investigate how and why each type of manipulation influenced
stress. The fact that these manipulations had no effect whatso-
ever in this regard, then, comes as quite a surprize. As numerous
other researchers have reported, information, and certain types of
attentional set often do moderate the effects of stress (although the
influence of the latter has been less well demonstrated); and, since
it is the case that at least one of the manipulations employed, the
preparatory sensation information, was almost identical to manipula-
tions used in other "successful" studies of this type, the failure
in the present instance is important and deserves some comment.
The first place one might look for clues as to why the manipula-
tions did not work is, of course, at the manipulations themselves.
However, as was already mentioned, some of these were quite similar
to those used in previous studies where an effect was observed. The
sensation information used in the present study was very similar to
that used by Johnson (1975), Leventhal (1976) and others. Although
the specific context within which the information was embedded was
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somewhat different, as it had to be, the focus, felt on bodily sensa-
tions of distress or discomfort, was the same. While recognizing the
problematical nature of the evidence on stress-reducing effects of
procedural or stimulus information, similar comments can be made
about this type of information as well. In this case, however, it
was not the context but the content which, of course, differed;
although the focus was still on the external physical aspects of the
aversive stimulus. Even though the information did not seem to be
particularly effective in terms of getting subjects to think about
what they were supposed to (see p. 40, passim) , it does not appear
that there were major problems with the information used per se .
Nevertheless, no real reduction in distress accompanied receipt of
either of the two types of information.
Precedent also exists for the use of attentional set manipulations,
although the context was different enough in the previous studies to
warrant some hesitation in the use of this expression. Cupchik and
Leventhal (1974) and Panagis, Leventhal and Caputo (Note 4) used
instructions (whether they were similar to those used in the present
study is unknown) to indice subjects to adopt an analytic attentional
set. Leventhal and his co-workers, however, were interested in the
way that different processing modes interacted with positive affect
and ostensibly objective judgemnts about non-threatening stimuli.
It could be argued that in threatening situations attentional set has
little effect on the development of affect, i.e., distress. However,
although caution should be taken in assuming strict unidimensionality
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for such concepts (see Footnote 2), it is difficult to see how this
could be the case, especially since the attentional set manipulations
did seem to have the desired effect on actual attention deployment
(see p. 32, passim)
.
Thus, as was the case for information, it does
not appear that the observed failure of the manipulations was due to
something inherent in the manipulations themselves. It appears,
rather, that the critical factor here was the context within which
these manipulations were carried out, i.e., confrontation with a live
spider, and the different meanings imposed upon that context by the
individual subjects involved, i.e., high (female) and moderate (male)
spider-fearful subjects.
The desired effects for information and attentional set may not
have occurred because they were negated in two different ways by the
two major groups of subjects involved in the experiment. Males (or,
rather, moderate spider-fearful subjects) did not find the information
or attentional set instructions useful because the situation was not
sufficiently stressful for them to have the need for reducing distress
In the case of females (or, rather, high spider-fearful subjects)
,
the situation may have been so distressing that the information and
attentional set instructions were of little help, in fact, they may
have made things worse. As the attention deployment measures suggest,
females may have had to expend more energy coping with the threat than
utilizing the information and instructions they were provided.
This interpretation is suggested primarily by the results for
the behavioral measure of coping or fear (self-controlled approach),
where, it will be recalled (see p. 56, passim ) , females and males pro-
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vided with information about the spider reacted in completely differ-
ent ways. Females given such information advanced the spider the least
of all other females. Males, on the other hand, advanced the spider
the most out of all males. If desired proximity to the spider can
be taken as a measure of distress (fear), high fear subjects (females)
given spider information experienced an increase in distress while
moderate fear subjects (males) experienced a decrease or no change in
distress. As in the study by Langer, et al. (1975), the effects of
the preparatory information manipulation were washed out by the high
threat-value of the situation (cf. Averill's, in press, comments).
In the present case, however, that threat-value was determined by
the meaning that high and moderate fear subjects (females and males)
brought into the situation and the interaction of that meaning and
the type of preparatory information provided.
A stress enhancing effect for information was also encountered
by Leventhal (1976) with regard to information about the magnitude
of pain subjects were told they would feel during an ice-water hand
immersion task (see p. 5 above) . Leventhal found, it will be recalled,
that the inclusion of a short sentence about the magnitude of pain in
an information passage containing sensation information negated the
stress-reducing effects of the information (the sensation informa-
tion reduced distress when presented without the pain information)
.
Leventhal used this finding to argue that complete accuracy of
preparatory information is not crucial. As was pointed out in the
discussion above, however, accuracy is not the issue here, but,
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rather, whether or not the information itself is conducive to in-
creases in stress. In both Leventhal's study and for high spider
fearful subjects (females) given spider information in the present
study, the information seems to have brought about such an increase.
The important difference between the two studies is, of course, that
in the present instance there was an interaction between information
and type of subject involved. Whereas in Leventhal f s study most
subjects would presumably be distressed by the pain of immersing their
hands in the ice water, in the present study only some of the sub-
jects were afraid (enough) of the spider.
Consistent with his model, Leventhal argues that the magnitude
of pain information had its negative effect on stress reduction be-
cause it disrupted processing of the sensation information in an
objective manner. Something similar may have been happening in the
present case, although the sequence of events may have been different.
High fear subjects may have been unable to process the spider informa-
tion in an objective manner, and this may have led to their efforts
at avoidance, reassurance, etc. However, on the average, all high
fear subjects (females) , not just those given spider information,
engaged in more of this kind of coping than moderate fear subjects
(males); this could suggest that the effort to cope with the situa-
tion came prior to receipt of the information. The spider information
may have had its effect according to Leventhal's schema for stress
reduction only for moderate fear subjects. Receipt of the spider in-
formation for these individuals may have in fact increased objective
processing, increasing their curiosity and willingness to have the
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spider approach them. However, it was probably the case that these
subjects were already processing in an objective manner. If these
remarks hold water at all, they point to an interesting paradox:
it appears as if subjects can be induced by preparatory information
to adopt a particular processing strategy only if they are al-
ready using that strategy to process the information. What appears
to determine what kind of processing strategy subjects utilize in a
stressful situation are the beliefs they bring into the situation
regarding its threat-value.
How, or when, preparatory information reduces stress, then,
appears to depend on who it is given to in what situation. This is
an important point which has been largely overlooked in the litera-
ture on this type of cognitive control. To be sure, there has been
a recognition that context (threat-value) plays an important part in
determining whether or not information will reduce stress (cf . Langer,
et al.
,
1975; Averill, in press), and there has been some investiga-
tion of individual styles of coping (Andrew, 1970; Strickland, 1978),
but the interaction of preparatory information, attentional strategies
19
and individual differences has largely been ignored. This is
somewhat ironic in that it was the serendipitous finding of in-
dividual differences in the kind of information received by well
adjusted patients in Janis 1 (1958; 1971) early studies which more or
less started investigation into the stress reducing properties of
information.
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The present results leave open, of course, the question of how
or why sensation information reduces stress. It does not appear
that sensation information has its effects by inducing in subjects
an analytic attentional set, nor does it appear that subjects
given sensation information necessarily come to view their re-
actions as more "normal" or typical, although the test of the
latter in the present study was admittedly weak. Further, it does
not appear that attentional set has much of a stress-reducing effect
or interacts with preparatory information in any significant way
to mitigate stress. Thus, little or no support can be given to any
of the competing theories of informational stress reduction; al-
though, Johnson f s (1975) and Lazarus 1 (1968; see p. 11 above) theories,
which take into account the meaning of the situation would render
the results especially the interaction between information and sex
(fear) for self-controlled approach, more comprehensible than would
Leventhal T s (1976) theory.
Global Effects
One important aspect of the present results reflected in the above
discussion which could easily be overlooked concerns the lack of any
global or comprehensive effects for any of the independent variables.
That is, some of the manipulations affected some dependent measures
but not others. For instance, information had no real effect on at-
tention deployment, but did influence the extent to which subjects
were willing to allow the spider to approach them. Attentional set,
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on the other hand, had an effect on attention deployment, but none
on self-controlled approach. Neither manipulation had any effect on
self-reported distress whereas sex of subject did. These patterns
of results highlight the need in studies of this type to obtain
more than one outcome measure. Had only the self-controlled ap-
proach been used as a dependent measure in the present study, it
could have been concluded that information had a substantial ef-
fect on distress and/or coping. Clearly, this would have been a dis-
torted picture. Most previous studies have gathered data on only
one or two dependent measures, usually self-reported or observed
distress and self-reported pain, fear, etc. From the data gathered
in the present study, it is clear that conclusions drawn from such
studies are probably limited, especially when attempts are made
to draw inferences concerning processing modes or strategies in the
absence of any direct measure of attention deployment, etc., as in
the case of some of Leventhal's (Note 2) recent work.
Sex Differences in Fear
Serendipitous findings are often troublesome but they are al-
most always interesting. That is certainly the case for the highly
significant fear difference between females and males encountered in
the present study. As discussed above, the fear difference accounts
for many of the significant sex differences obtained for self-reports
(and physiological measures) of distress. But what of the sex dif-
ferences in fear itself? Although sex differences in self-reported
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fear are certainly nothing new (Marks, 1969), the results of the
present study at least help to eliminate one possible explanation
for the difference. That is, it does not appear that the dif-
ference between males and females is merely one of self-report bias.
On both heart rate (a moderately good indicator of arousal, and
hence, distress) and self-controlled approach, not to mention un-
pleasantness ratings, etc., males evinced less fear than females.
These results essentially replicate and extend the findings of Katkin
and Hoffman (1976) who found that self-reported differences in fear
of spiders were reflected in physiological measures of distress or
rear as well.
These results certainly do not allow us to come to any firm con-
clusions regarding the origin of the female/male fear difference, we
can only conclude that the difference is a real one. Whether the
difference can be accounted for by socialization, heredity, or a
combination of both, will have to be dealt with elsewhere.
Sex Differences in Attention Deployment
As noted above, it is not clear if the obtained difference between
females and males in terms of attention deployment (avoidant, re-
assuring thoughts, curiosity and attentiveness) reflect real process-
ing differences or merely fear differences. According to the fear re-
analysis, fear could not account for the attention deployment sex
difference. However, in view of the fact that the sex difference for
several of the major dependent measures (of distress) appears to be,
rather, a fear difference, and noting that the attention deployment
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sex difference is quite explicable in terms of fear, this con-
clusion should be accepted with some caution. Putting aside for the
moment the search for the true explanation for the attention deploy-
ment sex difference, it can be concluded that the sex differences
obtained in the present study are somewhat dissimilar to those ob-
tained by Leventhal and his colleagues. For whatever reasons, males
and females do differ in some aspects of attentional allocation,
whether it be in terms of processing strategies or avoidance, etc.;
further, females do not appear to be able to adopt a non-preferred
strategy more easily than can males.
Conclusion
To sum things up, it can be said that even though none of the
subjects in the present study experienced much of a reduction in
stress as a function of the various manipulations (our fictional
Mr. X would not have fared well here), some rather interesting in-
formation was gathered anyway. Of course, the fact that in-
formation and attentional set had little effect on stress is interest-
ing in and of itself, but just as important are the significant sex
differences in fear and the surprizing lack of correlation or
patterning among the various dependent measures with regard to the
major independent variables. Perhaps the most significant lesson
to be learned from the present undertaking is that in the future it
will be necessary in studies of this kind to gather data on the entire
range of dependent measures available. Anything else will in all
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probability yield a distorted and misleading picture of the manner in
which information works.
Although few of the questions posed at the outset of this study
have been satisfactorily answered, the scope and precision with
which those questions will have to be asked in the future has hope-
fully been clarified.
FOOTNOTES
1. It should be recognized that this is, at best, a state-
ment of only one half of the phenomenon, the problem remains as to
how to alter the social circumstances which produce stressful
situations, i.e., rather than only investigating new ways to
ameliorate the effects of stress on (say) the American housewife,
it appears that more effort needs to be put into discovering ways
in which the oppressive, low-reward, high-pressure housewife
situation may be changed in some beneficial manner. Unfortunately,
the search for ameliorative solutions has often precluded and
obscured the need for a search for preventative solutions.
2. One of the most troublesome conceptual problems running
through this type of research is the vagueness of the definition of
stress. In the present study stress is conceptualized as heightened
physiological arousal and felt psychological discomfort, i.e., the
commonly regarded effects of fear. A brief glance at the relevant
literature in this field will reveal that this is only one of many
definitions of stress. Rather than attempting a much needed concept
ual analysis of this term, however, perhaps for the moment it will
be best simply to recognize that stress can (and must) mean some-
what different things in different situations; it should not be
regarded in a unidimensional manner (cf . Mechanic's, 1978, comments)
3. In an earlier study Staub (1968) found that snake-fearful
subjects, when given information about snakes (i.e., "flicking of
the tongue, characteristics of the skin, and so on "
—
p. 526) in
a self-directed approach to a live snake, moved closer to, and
handled the snake more than subjects given no information. How-
ever, the results of this study are somewhat confounded by the fact
that self-directed approach by itself seemed to reduce fear as much
as did information. Unfortunately, no appropriate control was pro-
vided for this.
4. In these studies, subjects given procedural information
were used as controls and thus, the effect of merely describing the
aversive stimulus was not assessed.
5. This is similar to some of Leventhal's (1970) findings on
the effects of fear arousing communications.
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6. In order to determine whether or not this is true, sub-jects would have to be given typical or atypical information matched
on the amount of threat or danger implied by each. The congruency
hypothesis would predict that only the former would lead to a re-
duction in stress while the reappraisal hypothesis would predict
that both would. It is doubtful, however, that such an experiment
would reveal much of anything since, in all probability, the two
processes are not mutually exclusive (Averill, in press).
7. In this formulation, the question of the normative con-
tent of the information, i.e., whether or not one can infer from
the information if one is reacting as one "should," and its effect
on reappraisal, the need to seek out more information, etc., is
de-emphasized. The focus of attention is thus restricted to the
individual; the individual's powers and abilities to actively
operate on the information received are overlooked and hence con-
sidered irrelevant (cf. Neisser, 1967).
8. Leventhal (Note 2; Safter and Leventhal, Note 5) has
presented some evidence which suggests that these processing modes
may be centered in different cerebral hemispheres and that males
and females may differ as to the specific hemispheric site of the
mode (see below; Caputo and Leventhal, Note 1). His data are
essentially in agreement with recent findings regarding lateral
specialization (see Cohen, 1975; Ornstein, 1972).
9. The existence of a "limited capacity central processor,"
in which attention may be directed at only one piece of information
at a time, is still a hotly debated issue within cognitive psychology.
There is, however, some experimental support for Leventhal 1 s claim
(see Posner, 1973; Keele, 1973).
10. In Johnson 1 s attention-to-sensations condition, subj ects
had to look at their arm during cuff-inflation and decide if they
did or did not have a number of different sensations. Subjects then
had to look at a printed list of these sensations and put a check-
mark next to each in a Yes/No column. There is considerable
evidence that attention to an internal state cannot occur simultan-
eously with making or even preparing to make responses of this
nature (Brooks, 1976; Keele, 1973). To complicate matters somewhat
more, a recent study by Bloom, et al. (1977) suggests that Johnson's
attention task should have been successful in reducing stress
b e cause it was diverting. Needless to say there is much more work
to be done in this area.
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11. It will be recalled that input from the two ears goes to
the contralateral hemisphere; right ear—left hemisphere and left
ear—right hemisphere.
12. For a discussion of two modesls of interaction in the con-
text of the effects of various types of personal control on stress,
see Cornelius and Averill (1978)
.
13. Myslobodsky and Rattok (1975) have reported obtaining
bilateral differences in skin conductance responses to verbal
—
numerical and visual—imagery tasks (representing, respectively,
left and right hemispheric activity). Bilateral measures of skin
conductance were taken in the present study in an attempt to differ-
entiate hemispheric involvement in the use of an analytic versus non-
analytic attentional sets. It must be emphasized, however, that
findings of electrodermal asymmetry are highly provisional at this
time.
14. It could also be the case that the curiosity of females
given spider and sensation information was increased in the non-
analytic condition because they were given the information and then
asked not to attend to it. Common sense would dictate that this
would make anyone curious or suspicious. Why this should have
occurred only for females is unclear.
15. It should be noted, however, that Staub and Kellet's
sensation information reduced stress only in conjunction with in-
formation describing the objective, physical characteristics of the
aversive stimulus (i.e.
,
procedural information)
.
16. Katkin and Hoffman (1976) using the same fear inventory also
found a significant difference between females and males in the
degree of their reported fear of spiders, females reporting relatively
more fear.
17. Analysis revealed an effect for attentional set in a second
order interaction with time and sex (F(4,384)=3.55, p.<..01). This
effect was due primarily to females given non-analytic attentional
set instructions. These subjects showed a much larger decrease in
skin conductance over the course of the spider-approach than subjects
in any other condition.
18. Matched-group tests for differences in self-controlled
approach with regard to the type of information provided to subjects
were also not significant.
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19. Leventhal (Cupchik and Leventhal, 1974) has reported,
however, that one individual difference, sex role orientation
(high feminine versus high masculine) , influenced the ease with
which males could adopt a non-analytical attentional set or
processing strategy. High feminine males had a harder time than
other subjects in adopting a non-analytic set.
20. It was predicted that males would display greater
physiological arousal since, due to socialization pressure, they
would actually be more afraid of spiders but would have reported
less than their female counterparts.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recent years, much psychological research has been devoted to the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary pscyhology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of some-
thing. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually fear is
generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small spaces
and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining just what
it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects of fear.
Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all common fears,
we have chosen this as our focus of study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence
of a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the
apparatus you see before you. It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a
few inches in front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will
be given some questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-approach
procedure, except that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you pay close
attention to the situation and your experiences. You are in the best position to
describe what is happening, and your self report will be an invaluable aid to us
in trying to understand the results of the experiment. In order to make it easier
for you to direct your attention, we will give you some information about the spider.
Tarantulas are large ground-dwelling spiders that favor warm dry climates.
The adult Tarantula usually has a body length of two inches, with a leg-span of
three to five inches. Underneath the front portion (cephalothorax) of the spider
lies a rather large mouth in which cwo hollow, retractable teeth are contained.
The eyes are located on the front third of the cephalothorax and give the spider
almost complete circular vision. On the rear-most part of che abdomen, two
spinnerettes are located. These are used in spinning the large complex webs with
which the spider ensnares food. The entire body is covered with a coarse-appearing
hair which is actually quite soft to the touch.
Tarantulas are rather slow moving creatures and ordinarily don ! t roam far
fron their burrows. If the circumstances demand action, however, they can jump
several times their own height. This rarely occurs without the Tarantula's usual
warning stance—standing erect on its hind four legs, with the front four out-
stretched for grasping.
This information in intended to give you some notion of what to expect, in
order to help you attend to the situation. It is important that you observe
carefully whatever you experience. Therefore, adopt the attitude of a scientist:
try to be analytical with respect to all you experience.
APPENDIX A.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recent years, much psychological research has been devoted to the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary psychology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of
something. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually
fear is generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small
spaces and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining
just what it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects
of fear. Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all
common fears, we have chosen this as our focus of study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence
of a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the
apparatus you see before you. It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a
few inches in front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will
be given some questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-approach proce-
dure, except that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you pay close
attention to your responses and experiences. You are in the best position to
describe what is happening and, your introspective reports will be an invaluable
aid to us in trying to understand the results of the experiment. In order to make
it easier for you to direct your attention, we will give you some idea of what to
look for.
On the basis of the results of previous studies, it is very probable that you
will experience at least some of the following physiological reactions while the
spider is approaching you: slight palpatations or "pounding" of the heart, and
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perhaps a slight tremor of the hands; a feeling of emptiness or butterflies in
your stomach, and an increase in your rate of breathing; a feeling of coldness in
your feet and hands and, a feeling of moisture on your palms. Finally, some
people have reported feelings of muscular tension, especially across the back of
the neck and shoulders.
Of course, you may not experience all, or any, of these reactions during the
experiment. However, knowing what to expect may help you to attend to your own
reactions. It is important that you observe carefully whatever reactions you
experience. Therefore, adopt the attitude of a scientist: try to be analytical
with respect to all that you experience.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recent years, much psychological research has been devoted to the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary psychology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of
something. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually
fear is generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small
spaces and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining
just what it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects
of fear. Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all
common fears, we have chosen this as our focus of study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence
of a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the
apparatus you see before you. It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a
few inches in front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will
be given some questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-approach
procedure, except that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you pay close
attention to the situation and your experiences. You are in the best position to
describe what is happening, and your self reports will be an invaluable aid to us
in trying to understand the results of the experiment. Therefore, adopt the
attitude of a scientist. Be analytical and attend carefully to all that you
experience.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recent years, much psychological research has been devoted to the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary psychology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of
something. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually
fear is generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small
spaces and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining
just what it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects
of fear. Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all the
common fears, we have chosen this as the focus of our study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence
of a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the
apparatus you see before you. It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a
few inches in front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will
be given some questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-appraoch
procedure, except that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you do not focus
your attention on your responses and experiences. When people pay close attention,
or become too analytical, their responses may be modified. We are interested in
your responses as they naturally occur. Therefore, do not adopt an analytical
attitude. In order to make it easier for you to remain non-analytical, we will
give you some information about the spider.
Tarantulas are large, ground-dwelling spiders that favor warm dry climates.
The adult Tarantula usually has a body length of two inches, with a leg-span of
three to five inches. Underneath the frort portion (cephalothorax) of the spider
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lies a rather large mouth, in which two hollow, retractable teeth are contained.
The eyes are located on the front third of the cephalothorax and give the spider
almost complete circular vision. On the rear-most part of the abdomen, two
spinnerettes are located. These are used in spinning the large complex webs
with which the spider ensnares food. The entire body is covered with a coarse-
appearing hair which is actually quite soft to the touch.
Tarantulas are rather slow moving creatures and don ! t ordinarily roam far
from their burrows. If the circumstances demand action, however, they can jump
several times their own height. This rarely occurs without the Tarantula's usual
warning stance—standing erect on ius hind four legs, with its front four out-
stretched for grasping.
This information is intended to give you some notion of what to expect, in
order to help you remain non-analytical. Let yourself become absorbed in the
situation as though you were watching a movie, reading a novel, etc. Try to
remain non-judgmental and experience the situation as it occurs. Just flow with
events, and be as natural as possible.
APPENDIX A.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recent years, much psychological research has beer devoted to the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary psychology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of
something. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually
fear is generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small
spaces and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining
just what it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects
of fear. Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all
common fears, we have chosen this as our focus of study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence
of a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the
apparatus you see before you- It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a
few inches in front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will
be given some questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-approach
procedure, except that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you do not focus
your attention on your responses and experiences. When people pay close attention,
or become too analytical, their responses may be modified. We are interested in
your responses as they naturally occur. Therefore, do not adopt an analytical
attitude. In order to make it easier for you to remain non-analytical, we will
give you some idea of what to expect.
On the basis of the results of previous studies, it is very probable that
you will experience at least some of the following physiological reactions while
the spider is approaching you: slight palpatacions or "pounding" of the heart, and
perhaps a slight tremor of the hands; feelings of emptiness or butterflies in
your stomach, and an increase in the rate of your breathing; a feeling of coldnes
in the feet and hands, and a feeling of moisture on your palms. Finally, some
people have reported feelings of muscular tension, especially across the back of
the neck and shoulders.
Of course, you may not experience all, or any, of these reactions during
the experiment. However, knowing what to expect, you need not pay attention to
your own reactions. Let yourself become absorbed in the situation as though you
were watching a movie, reading a novel, etc. Try to remain non-judgmental and
experience the situation as it occurs. Just flow with events, and be as natural
as possible.
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SUBJECT INFORMATION
In recenc years, much psychological research has been devoted co the study
of fear. Indeed, the nature of fear is one of the most interesting problems of
contemporary psychology. On a personal level, this seems only fitting, since
almost everyone at one time or another in his or her life has been afraid of
something. We have noticed, though, that the number of things people actually
fear is generally quite small. Such things as heights, snakes, deep water, small
spaces and spiders are among the most common. We are interested in determining
just what it is about these things that makes them susceptible to becoming objects
of fear. Since fear of spiders seems to be the most frequently reported of all
the common fears, we have chosen this as the focus of our study.
Our procedure is quite simple. We will measure some of your physiological
responses such as heart rate and skin conductance while you are in the presence of
a live spider. The spider, a Tarantula, will be presented by means of the apparatus
you see before you. It will approach you slowly and stop when it is a few inches in
front of you, at the end of the track. After this is over, you will be given some
questions to answer. We will then repeat the spider-approach procedure, except
that this time you will be able to control the approach yourself.
While the spider is approaching you, it is important that you do not focus
your attention on the situation and your experiences. When people pay close
attention, or become too analytical, their responses may be modified. We are
interested in your responses as they naturally occur. Therefore, do not adopt an
analytical attitude. Let yourself become absorbed in the situation as though you
were watching a movie, reading a novel, etc. Try to remain non-judgmental and
experience the situation as it occurs. Just flow with events, and be as natural
as possible.
APPENDIX B
Self-Report Questionnaire
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No. Date
I. Each of the words below describes a feeling or mood you may have experienced while
you were watching the approach of the spider. Use the list to describe your overall
feelings during the spider-approach by putting a checkmark on the appropriate place
on the line. Work rapidly
—
your first reaction is best. Please mark all of the words
NOT AT VERY
ALL DEFINITELY
CAREFREE
HELPLESS
CONCENTRATING
CURIOUS
ANXIOUS
DECISIVE
THREATENED
POWERLESS
ATTENTIVE
REASSURED
CONFIDENT
QUEASY
INTIMIDATED
IN CONTROL
JITTERY
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NOT AT
ALL
VERY
DEFINITELY
LIVELY
REPELLED
UNCONCERNED
DEFENSELESS
AT EASE
II. How unpleasant did you find Che spider? (circle Che appropriate number)
Noc at All
Unpleasant 1:2:3 6 : 7
Very
Unpleasant
III. During the spider-approach, about how much Cime did you spend looking ac the spider?
(Circle the appropriate number)
None of
the time
2:3:4:5:6:7:8 All of the
Time
IV. Below are a number of thoughts and actions you may have experienced during Che
approach of the spider. Please circle the number which corresponds to the amount
of time you devoted to each thought or action. Work rapidly. Try not to let the
way you feel now affect Che accuracy of your recolleccions
.
1. I Chought about the spider, Not At
about its physical charac- All
teriscics, how ic lives in ics
nacural habicac, etc.
2. I thought about the feelings Not At
and sensations I was having, All
the emotions I was experiencing,
etc.
3. I thoughc about things not Not At
related Co Che experiment, such All
as movies, songs, exams, dates,
sex, etc.
4. I had thoughts like: I wonder how Not At
I'll react to seeing the spider All
close-up; I wonder how I would
react to such a spider in a more
natural setting- etc.
5 Very
Frequently
3:4:5 Very
Frequently
3:4:5 Very
Frequencly
3:4:5 Very
Frequently
5. I avoided chinking about
the spider.
Not At 1:2:3:4:5 Very
All Frequently
6. I thought about things
related to the experiment,
such as its purpose, scien-
tific value, the apparatus
used, and so on.
Not At 1:2:3:4:5 Very
All Frequently
7. I had thoughts like: I
wonder how I'm reacting; I
wonder how other people would
react in this situation.
Not At 1:2:3:4:5 Very
All Frequently
8. I wondered what the experi-
menter was doing in the
other room.
Not At 1
All
5 Very
Frequently
9. I tried to be receptive
to what was happening,
without being judgmental
or analytic.
Not At 1
All
5 Very
Frequently
10. I was caught up in the
experience of watching the
spider approach; I didn't
think about my reactions,
sensation, etc.
Not At 1:2:3:4:5 Very
All Frequently
11. I had thoughts like: There
is really nothing to worry
about; the spider won't hurt
me; it can't get out of its
cage, and so on.
Not At 1:2:3:4:5 Very
All Frequently
Listed below are a number of feelings and sensations. Please use the rating scale*
provided with each item to describe the extent to which you experienced these
feelings and sensations as the spider was approaching you. Please respond to each
item by circling the appropriate number. Work quickly, your first impression is
usually best.
Not At Most of
All the Time
1. My palms were sweating. 12 3 4 5
2. My heartbeat quickened. 12 3 4 5
3. I had a clutching, sinking feeling 12 3 4 5
in the middle of my chest.
4. My hands and feet felt cold and/or 12 3 4 5
clammy.
5. My ears were ringing. 12 3 4 5
6. My mouth was dry. 12 3 4 5
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Not at Most of
All the Time
7. My hands were shaking. 12 3 4 5
8. My breathing rate increased. 12 3 4 5
9. I felt dizzy. 12 3 4 5
10. My neck and shoulders felt stiff 12 3 4 5
and tense.
11. I felt generally wound up inside. 12 3 4 5
12. My stomach felt upset. 12 3 4 5
VI. For each of the following questions, please circle the appropriate number.
1. To what extent were the feelings and sensations you experienced typical of
how you generally respond to spiders?
Not At All 123456789 Very
Typical Typical
2. To what extent were the feelings and sensations you experienced typical of
how people in general respond to spiders?
Not At All 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Very
Typical Typical
VII. On the following scales, rate your feelings and sensations as you were watching
the spider approach.
1. Dull
2 . Inappropriate
3. Strong
4. Adaptive
5 . Good
6. Active
23456789 Sharp
23456789 Appropriate
23456789 Weak
23456789 Maladaptive
23456789 Bad
23456789 Passive
VIII. Please indicate on the following rating scales how you felt during the first,
middle, and last thirds of the spider-approach. Try not to let the way you
feel now affect the accuracy of your recollections.
1. How did you feel during the first third of the approach?
RELAXED 123456789 VERY TENSE
2. How did you feel during the middle third of the approach?
RELAXED 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 VERY TENSE
3. How did you feel during the last third of the approach, just as the spider
came up close to you?
RELAXED 123456789 VERY TENSE
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IX- In some of the conditions in the experiment, several people participate at once.
If you were to participate again, would you prefer to be alone or with others?
Definitely _ Definitely With
Alone Others
APPENDIX C
Temporal Effects
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Temporal Effects
Self-reports of distress. Relaxation-tension ratings . All sub-
jects on the average reported feeling more tense than relaxed
during the approach of the spider. Self-reported tension decreased
from the first to the second third of the approach, but in-
creased again during the last third. Subjects reported feeling the
most tense during the last third of the approach (F(2,192)=21.65,
p. ^1.001). The mean relaxation-tension ratings (out of a possible
9, nine meaning "very tense") for the three thirds of the spider
approach were 5.44, 4.56 and 6.46, respectively.
Physiological measures of distress . Mean heart rate and log skin
conductance levels (averaged across both hands) for all subjects dur-
ing the spider-approach are presented in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
Heart rate on the average decreased during the early part of the
approach, increased somewhat during the middle, and then gradually
decreased again as the cart moved directly in front of subjects
(F(4,384)=7.02, p.-*C.001). Skin conductance on the average steadily
decreased until the spider was very near the subject's end of the
track, at which time subjects showed a slight increase on conductance
levels (F(2,334)=9.25, p. -^.001).
Subjects given no information showed the greatest decrease in
skin conductance before the spider-cart reached the end of the track
(time by information interaction: F(2,384)=3.56, p.<C .001) . This
interaction is presented in Figure 7.
.85
time
Figure 5. Mean baseline adjusted log skin
conductance levels for all subjects during the spider
approach. Each time point represents the mean of three
measurements; a measurement was taken every third time
the spider-cart advanced (see Method, above). At time 1
the cart was the farthest from the subject, at time 5,
the closest.
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Figure 6. Mean heart rate (in beats per minute) for all
subjects during the spider approach. Each time point repre-
sents the mean of three measurements; a measurement was taken
every third time the spider-cart advanced (see Method, above)
.
At time 1 the cart was the farthest from the subject, at
time 5, the closest.
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Figure 7. Mean baseline adjusted log skin conductance
levels for subjects in the three information conditions dur-
ing the spider approach. Each time point represents the
mean of three measurements; a measurement was taken every
third time the spider-cart advanced (see Method, above). At
time 1 the cart was the farthest from the subject, at time 5,
the closest
.
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The mean skin conductance levels for males and females during
the spider-approach are presented in Figure 8. Skin conductance for
both males and females decreased in a similar manner until the mid-
point of the approach, when it increased for males while continuing
to decrease for females (time by sex interaction: F(4,384)=3.94,
p. -< .01) .
Summary
.
During the actual approach of the spider, subjects reported
feeling the most discomfort (tension) when the spider was the closest
to them. Paradoxically, however, the physiological measures of
distress showed little correspondence with reported feelings; subjects
displayed the greatest physiological upset when the spider was just
beginning its approach. Actually, the situation is probably not all
that paradoxical, as many previous studies (e.g., Cornelius and
Averill, 1978) have failed to observe any real congruence between
physiological and self report measures. Each response system is
under only partially overlapping control from several sources, and
it would indeed be surprizing if total congruence were ever observed.
In the present case, it is obvious that self reports of tension were
closely tied to highly salient features of the situation; when one
is in the close proximity of a large spider, one "should" feel some-
what uneasy. The physiological measures, on the other hand, were
affected by quite different considerations. There was some increase
in arousal as the spider came up close to subjects but this was by
far and away overshadowed by the much more dramatic response to the
beginning of the approach when uncertainty and similar factors were
operating.
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Figure 8. Mean baseline adjusted log skin conductance
levels for male and female subjects during the spider approach.
Each time point represents the mean of three measurements; a
measurement was taken every third time the spider-cart advanced
(see Method, above). At time 1 the cart was the farthest from
the subject, at time 5, the closest.
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The fact that skin conductance decreased the most over time
for subjects who were not given any information suggests that in
some instances, lack of information about a stressful event may be
beneficial. As indicated by the attention deployment data, it
appears that subjects given no information did not have their
attention drawn to the situation as did subjects given spider and
sensation information. These subjects may have thus been able to
cope with the situation more effectively than other subjects (as
reflected in decreased arousal) simply because they could "tune it
out" or ignore it. Obviously, more research needs to be carried out
on the consequences of "forcing" people to attent to unpleasant
events.
The finding that skin conductance for males increased as the
spider drew near is not so easily dealt with and is in fact in con-
tradiction with many of the other findings reported above. It could
be that this increase in arousal indicates more of an orienting or
curiosity response as opposed to fear or discomfort. However, to in-
voke such an explanation would probably be stretching things a bit
too far, as if it were accepted, physiological responses, no matter
what they were, could thus be used to characterize any number of
supposed psychological states. This finding is an anomaly, and for
the present must remain so.

